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Abstract      

Today we lack a substantial discussion on how educational design 
should define our future. As Toronto continues to increase in density, so 
has the demand for schools. Condo apartment completions averaged 
approximately 19,000 units per year up to 2020, which is in line with levels 
from 2014 to 20161 . If all the proposed residential units (active and built) 
are completed and registered, the number of registered condominium units 
in the City of Toronto will increase by 12% to a total of 210,350 units which 
could generate approximately 20,000 new students by 20512. School 
boards are struggling to keep up with demands for space. Traditionally 
designed in a horizontal, dispersed fashion, schools are meant to provide the 
space to promote learning and growth, relying heavily on outdoor spaces.  
However, as the population within the city increases, land becomes scarce. 
Fostering a learning environment that is not dependent on the restrictions 
of external physical environment becomes an ever-increasing challenge.

This project fuses urban design and architecture together. Urban 
design fails when the architecture is forgotten and vice versa. Researching 
both the current urban design strategies and the current architectural design 
typologies of the Yonge Eglinton area, my goal is to fuse the typologies 
together for the future development of the area. With all the development of 
the Yonge Eglinton area, an ongoing trend is building vertically. This thesis 
examines the current city density and explores the advantages of a newly 
imagined mid-town school. The traditional design of a school surrounded 
by green, open space and playgrounds may no longer be a reality for areas 
of Toronto that are densely populated with unsustainable infrastructure in 
existing schools. Therefore, this proposal supports a vertical elementary 
school typology with access to a variety of community services in the same 
building. The selected services that the mixed use project offers to the 
community were purposefully chosen to cultivate meaningful relationships 
between the surrounding neighbourhoods, parents, students and 
teachers, creating a thoughtful and useful building dedicated to serving 
the Yonge and Eglinton community. With this new development model, the 
community will be embedded into the school. As part of my site analysis, 
the history and the future of the Yonge Eglinton community will be taken 
into careful consideration in order to design a site-specific community hub.

Key words:   Urban density, Community 

integration, Vertical school, Urban planning

1  “Think Construction Is High Now? Just Wait...,” Urbanation (Homes Publishing Group, 2021), https://www.urbanation.ca/news/213-think-construction-
high-now-just-wait.
2  “Condominiums: Two Decades of New Housing,” Profile TO (Toronto City Planning Division, May 2020), https://www.toronto.ca/wp-content/
uploads/2020/05/8f4f-City-Planning-Condominiums-Two-Decades-of-New-Housing.pdf.
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Introduction

As Toronto has taken its first steps to being ranked as a global 
city, a wide range of growth issues have quickly created an urgent 
need for solutions to the challenges global cities increasingly face. 
In Toronto, the typology of dense, high-rise, multi-family buildings 
has adapted over time, through the lenses of urban planning and 
architectural design3.  The population of the City of Toronto has 
increased at an exponential rate, which has created many problems 
from a design perspective. The population of metropolitan Toronto 
doubled in the second half of the 20th century, yet the amount of 
land consumed by the metropolitan area more than tripled in size4. 
Only permitted in Ontario since 1967, condominiums have become 
an increasingly used urban design response in creating the urban 
fabric of Toronto. Within a 20-year span, over 13,000 registered 
condominium units have been registered in the City of Toronto, of which 
about 70 percent are located in the downtown core and surrounding 
area of mixed-use and high-density residential areas of Toronto5. 

The approval of Toronto’s Central Area Plan in 1976 
created a new morphology of the city and a new typology for the 
built environment of Toronto. With the population moving into the 
core, the city has not given much thought to school boards and how 
schools are currently under-equipped to deal with increased student 
numbers6. 

The Toronto District School Board (TDSB) is currently struggling 
to keep up with demands to accommodate students in their local 
neighbourhood schools. Figure 1 shows the school board’s warning 
signs posted at eye level on buildings under construction in high 
density areas of Toronto as a warning to families and local residents 
that there is no guaranteed spot for their child in their local schools. 

Overcrowding is a significant issue schools are facing. This 
problem is a combination of an increase in population, and a decrease 
in funding, which has caused class sizes to soar. Groups such as 
People for Education have called for a review of Ontario’s education 
funding formula, sections of which have not been revised since the 
formula was created in 19977. Due to the over construction of new 
residential units, schools are hitting 100%+ capacity with no new 
funds for rebuilds or repairs. Overcrowding is an issue not likely to 
be solved soon, therefore, teachers and schools must devise plans 
and solutions to limit the negative impact of overcrowded classrooms.

3  Pontarini, David, and Orson Sedmina. “Helping Cities Plan High-Rise Growth.” CTBUH Journal, no. 1 (2018): 28-35. doi:10.2307/90021073.
4  Michael Lewyn, “How Suburbia Happened in Toronto,” SSRN Electronic Journal 6:2:299 (2010): pp. 300-301, https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.1586092.
https://digitalcommons.tourolaw.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1550&context=scholarlyworks
5  “Condominiums: Two Decades of New Housing,” Profile TO (Toronto City Planning Division, May 2020), https://www.toronto.ca/wp-content/
uploads/2020/05/8f4f-City-Planning-Condominiums-Two-Decades-of-New-Housing.pdf.
6  Thomas Ostler, “Trends Issues Intensifications-Downtown Toronto” (City of Toronto, City Planning, May 2014), https://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2014/
te/bgrd/backgroundfile-69192.pdf.
7  “Funding Education in Ontario – Time for a Review,” People for Education, February 10, 2020, https://peopleforeducation.ca/our-work/funding-education-
in-ontario-time-for-a-review/.

Figure 1-White signs posted by TDSB as a warning to families and local residents in high density areas of Toronto
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Chapter 1 -  Defining Spaces: Barriers to Educational Reform 

“Education reform requires coordination and shared leadership. School reform, 
when linked within the context of community, will result in a higher educational 
level of the entire community. This in turn, can produce movement and change 
in all systems that in the long-term are in the best interest of all citizens.”8

8  Rosana G Rodríguez and Abelardo Villarreal, “Community-Based Education Reform- Increasing the Educational Level of Communities as an Integral Part of 
School Reform,” IDRA, June 2013, https://www.idra.org/resource-center/community-based-education-reform/.

Figure 2- Demolition at Davisville Jr. Public School
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            Defining Spaces: Barriers to Educational Reform 

           Traditional Teaching Practices 

Since the 1950s, the “sage on the stage” method of 
instruction, in which the teacher plays the main role in the classroom, 
and students are seated at a desk with little to no class participation, 
has evolved to one that recognizes the significant benefits of 
empowering students to be more active participants in their own 
learning. Educational pedagogy has seen a number of transitions, 
slowly moving away from the 20th century teacher-centred learning 
model, which had been the acceptable instructional approach. 
The 1970s saw a wide range of changes using new technologies 
that facilitated the change from a teacher to a student-centred 
model9.  However, these reforms are still limited with respect to their 
application in many schools across North America.  A discussion 
needs to be had about teacher-centred learning, in order to break 
away from an archaic pedagogical approach to education, towards 
one that more appropriately fits into the modern era of education10 .   

Teacher-centred learning creates a school setting where 
students passively retain information from the teacher. The problem 
with this model of education is that it does not allow students to 
attain their full potential as individuals, nor does it cater to their 
individual learning needs. This can lead to under-performance in 
the classroom for many students. Textbooks barely fulfill students’ 
and teachers’ needs as they do not allow teachers to be creative 
in the class, yet are used as a crutch as an antiquated approach to 
education. Textbooks are a useful tool in education, but sometimes 
relied on too heavily at the expense of making learning current and 
relevant. Teachers are limited in choosing resources that represent 
the diversity of their students and their needs, and their input is 
controlled by the prescribed curriculum. There is little motivation 
for innovation in teaching, and the effort is to relay information: 
referring directly to the solutions rather than deconstructing 
the problems and their architectural responses. The traditional 
educational pedagogies need to be re-evaluated and modified 
in order to support the changing demands of the 21st century11.

9 I.B.I.D
10  Bilal Khalid Khalaf, “Traditional and Inquiry-Based Learning Pedagogy: A Systematic Critical Review,” International Journal of Instruction 11, no. 4 (March 
2018): pp. 545-564, https://doi.org/10.12973/iji.2018.11434a.
11 “A New Pedagogy Is Emerging... and Online Learning Is a Key Contributing Factor,” Teach Online, August 4, 2020, https://teachonline.ca/tools-trends/how-
teach-online-student-success/new-pedagogy-emerging-and-online-learning-key-contributing-factor.

Figure 3- Traditional ‘sage on the stage’ pedagogical approach to education

Figure 4-Traditional working environment of a factory worker during the industrial revolution
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Defining Spaces: Barriers to Educational Reform

One of the critiques of the current system of education is that it 
is based on a “factory model”, a model based on factories that evolved 
from the Industrial Revolution. The implication is that our educational 
system has similar attributes to those found in an industrial revolution 
factory12. Sir Ken Robinson, a British author, speaker and international 
advisor on education in the arts, argued that North America’s current 
educational systems are based on an industrial form of education. 
Robinson addressed the standardized conformity within education, 
how the current education system replicates the main principles used 
in factories13. From ringing bells to alert workers when their shift is over, 
to separating and classifying students by grade, much like a date of 
manufacturing label, schools mimic the factory workers’ experiences.  
This industrial mode of education is often referred to as “cells and bells”14. 
This name is derived from the practice that students occupy cell-like 
rooms with long corridors surrounded by classrooms, their movements 
dictated by the sound of school bells. This model was also applied to 
the universal method of creating organized classroom settings. Each 
student is categorized by what was considered their ‘manufacturing date’ 
classifying students by their date of birth. This metaphor of the factory 
model of education compared many similarities between the workplace  
and setting of a factory, and the nineteenth-century institutions. This 
outlook on the developing education system within North America was 
viewed as outlandish by certain demographics, especially politicians. 
Architects on the other hand view this factory model of education 
metaphor from a different perspective. When focusing on the built 
environment of a school, many designers and architects viewed the 
physical school building to be very similar to actual factories. It was a 
particular approach to design where ‘factory model classrooms’ tend 
to be replicated in size and configuration, 800-900 square feet, with 
approximately 28-35 students of about the same age15. These factory 
style classrooms were created as a series of boxes, often crammed 
together spanning across along a double-loaded corridor. This need for 
efficiency of classroom sizes is outdated and needs to be updated to 
fit the needs of developing educational systems across North America. 

“ …. we need to have the individuals who are involved in education, 
primarily teachers and administrators, believe in this, really want to do 
it, and get the kind of help that they need in order to be able to switch, 
so to speak, from a teacher-centered, let’s-stuff-it-into-the-kid’s-mind 
kind of education to one where the preparation is behind the scenes and 

the child himself or herself is at the center of learning.”16

12 Joel Rose, “How to Break Free of Our 19th-Century Factory-Model Education System,” The Atlantic (Atlantic Media Company, May 9, 
2012), https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2012/05/how-to-break-free-of-our-19th-century-factory-model-education-system/256881/.
13  Karl Thompson, “Changing Education Paradigms,” ReviseSociology, July 30, 2017, https://revisesociology.com/2017/07/30/ken-
robinson-changing-education-paradigms/.
14  Bruce Dixon, “Bells and Cells ,” Modern Learners, October 11, 2016, https://modernlearners.com/bells-and-cells-and-other-big-fat-
myths/.
15 Joel Rose, “How to Break Free of Our 19th-Century Factory-Model Education System,” The Atlantic (Atlantic Media Company, May 9, 

2012), https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2012/05/how-to-break-free-of-our-19th-century-factory-model-education-system/256881/. 
16 Person, “Big Thinkers: Howard Gardner on Multiple Intelligences,” Edutopia (George Lucas Educational Foundation, April 2, 2009), 
https://www.edutopia.org/multiple-intelligences-howard-gardner-video.
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Figure 5-Diagram illustrating the metaphor of factory model education in modern society
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 As areas of Toronto will be under immense and rapid 
development, a different approach must be taken to address 
the needs of schools of the future. The classic design of a 
school surrounded by open space and playgrounds may no 
longer be either feasible or desirable. The temporary solution 
of placing portable classrooms often becomes a permanent 
solution when school board’s funding is depleted. Thus, 
designing and building a new school is once more placed in 
limbo. Design constraints to new school construction originate 
from Provincial guidelines.  Builders work with a rigid formula 
that allocates about 9.2 square metres per elementary-school 
student and 12.1 square metres per high-school student.17 
Further restrictions stem from the building code and from 
design guidelines created by the Toronto District School Board. 

 A space layout template from TDSB is used to add new 
classrooms to an existing school. This software template 
only allows for limited design options. The diagram in Figure 
6 is an example of a floor plan with rooms that maximize 
the use of space, allowing for only the hallways as shared 
common spaces. Some schools are so overcrowded 
that hallways are slowly becoming classroom space. 

 Schools need to have flexible open floor plans to 
accommodate modern solutions. The design restrictions from 
the space layout template is not conducive to student centred  
instructional practices for teachers or for students. The design 
of a school has an impact on the teaching curriculum and 
vice versa. This will be further explored in Chapter 6. Modern 
schools need to have flexible, open floor plans to accommodate 
modern solutions, design restrictions from standardized 
templates are not conductive to evolving pedagogies and must 
be changed, as the design of a school has an impact on the 
teaching curriculum.

 Thus, there seems to be little to no progress in 
complimenting advanced educational practices with the 
design of the built environment. The obsolete method of 
designing contemporary schools using outdated approaches 
to education such as the factory model, creating temporary 
design solutions, and creating floor plans that prioritize 
efficient use of space over the well-being of the students 
needs to change as the world around us keeps evolving. 

 
17 Michelle McQuigge, “Schools Face Daunting, Unique Reopening Challenges during Pandemic,” CP24 (The Canadian Press, May 14, 2020), https://www.cp24.
com/news/schools-face-daunting-unique-reopening-challenges-during-pandemic-1.4938922.

Figure 6- Condensed school layout of a Toronto elementary school, where red illustrates clusters of 
classrooms and green illustrating the only circulation and open space in the school.

Figure 7- Flexible seating arrangements using stools and static desks in a traditional science classroom
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The options as indicated in the charts below, are temporary solutions that do not 
significantly address overcrowding at Hodgson P.S. 

Option 1: Three-Storey Addition and Renovation of Portions of the Existing School. The 
data provided shows that the addition would only reduce overcrowding by 4% overall.

Option 2: A New Replacement School. This would provide the greatest flexibility in 
addressing future needs for growth and development. It would, however, require 
the demolition of the existing building and the relocation of students and staff 
during construction. The data provided shows that the addition would only reduce 
overcrowding by 12% overall, still left with a 21% of overcrowding in the school.

 Defining Spaces: Barriers to Educational Reform

Pressures of Urban Intensification
Currently, overcrowding in schools is often temporarily alleviated from a financially 

viable and efficient standpoint, through the use of portable classrooms. More than 550 
portable classrooms exist in the Toronto District School Board, and there is no sign that 
this practice is slowing down18. Other temporary solutions are school building extensions 
and renovations. Once completed, this solution is usually short-lived; the relief it was 
designed to provide, no longer is relevant. In highly dense urban areas of Toronto, new 
students constantly enrol to continue the cycle of overcrowding. An example of a school 
that is currently at 110% capacity is Eglinton Jr. Public School, which is the site of choice 
for this thesis project. It is overcrowded with no space for a portable classroom on site. To 
alleviate the impact of further overcrowding from new developments in the neighbourhood, 
in 2015-16 TDSB resorted to moving all grade 6 classes to another school 1.5 km away19. 

Hodgson Middle School was the designated school to include the grade 6s from 
Eglinton Jr. PS. Refer to Figure 3 for the student enrolment graph for Hodgson which shows 
the details of the student population throughout the years. Both Eglinton and Hodgson were 
already overcrowded before the current influx of high rise development.  This is the reality 
of Toronto public schools; they are so overwhelmed with students that they are forced 
to move entire grades to an already crowded school or change the school boundaries. 
There must be a better way. In 2015, 309 students were enrolled at Hodgson Middle 
School, placing the school’s total space utilization at approximately 84%. Within five years, 
the school population increased by 96 students, for a total of 405 students. The school 
capacity for space requirements is 350 students, placing the school at just over 115% 
capacity: and the majority of the development plans are yet to come. In February 2018, the 
need for additional capacity at Hodgson called for further study of the existing school, and 
a need to create design options20. Two options were presented to the community at TDSB 
public consultation meetings, in order to address the ongoing development of the area.

18  Mark McAliister, “How TDSB Is Addressing Safety Concerns around Classrooms in Portables,” CityNews Toronto, September 8, 2020, https://toronto.
citynews.ca/video/2020/09/01/how-tdsb-is-addressing-safety-concerns-around-classrooms-in-portables/.
19 “Program Area Review,” Yonge-Eglinton Phase 2 Program Area Review (Toronto District School Board, 2019), https://www.tdsb.on.ca/About-Us/Strategy-
Planning/Search-All-Reviews?id=166.
20 Ibid

 
         Figure 9- Yonge-Eglinton Phase 2 building projections until 2050

Figure 8-The results of a replacement school for Hodgson Middle School demonstrating 
  the limited impact on accommodating overcrowded schools in Toronto.

Option 1 Option 2
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Education Development Charges 

21  Jennifer Pagliaro, “Other Ontario School Boards Can Collect Millions from Developers to Help Build and Repair Crowded Schools - but Not the TDSB. That 
Needs to Change, Report Says,” thestar.com (Toronto Star, September 22, 2020), https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2020/09/22/other-ontario-school-boards-collect-
millions-from-developers-to-help-build-and-repair-crowded-schools-but-not-the-tdsb-that-needs-to-change-a-new-report-says.html.
22  “Education Development Charges,” Questions &amp; Answers  Why can’t the TDSB access EDCs? (Toronto District School Board, 2014), https://www.tdsb.
on.ca/About-Us/Accountability/Renewal-Needs-Backlog-and-Facility-Condition-Index/Education-Development-Charges.
23 “Education Development Charges,” Questions &amp; Answers  Why can’t the TDSB access EDCs? (Toronto District School Board, 2014), https://www.tdsb.
on.ca/About-Us/Accountability/Renewal-Needs-Backlog-and-Facility-Condition-Index/Education-Development-Charges.

 On September 22,2020, a new report from the Broadbent Institute and 
advocacy groups Progress Toronto and Fix our Schools, revealed that 
other Ontario school boards were collecting revenue from developers 
to help build and repair crowded schools. Unfortunately, this practice of 
obtaining funding from developers, known as Education Development 
Charges (EDC’s) excludes the Toronto District School Board (Figure 10). 

 A quote from Councillor Josh Matlow, “Ontario’s flawed education 
funding formula has left Toronto’s public school board without the 
resources needed to build new schools in high growth areas, address 
their capital repair backlog, and have the flexibility to make timely 
upgrades including improved ventilation and additional class spaces”21.

 This presents  another barrier to the current education system, as 
publicly funded school budgets are consistently cut by provincial 
governments. Financially most school boards are already falling behind 
on implementing  design changes needed for 21st century models of 
education. Education Development Charges is one of the many possible 
solutions to create change in the underdeveloped educational system. 

 For over 20 years TDSB has been exempt from collecting revenue from 
developers through Education Development Charges, (EDC’s), under 
Ontario Regulation 20/98. This Regulation states that school boards 
like the TDSB should be required to accommodate new development 
by busing students to distant schools which are under capacity, or to 
collect revenue by closing and selling schools that are under-utilized.22 

“In order to qualify for EDCs, a school board must show that the number of students 
that it needs to accommodate is larger than the space available on a district-wide 
basis, regardless of its inability to accommodate students in schools in specific 
neighbourhoods. Many of our schools are over capacity as a result of significant 

residential intensification in certain areas.”23 

 

 

 During that same twenty year period, Toronto Catholic School Board, 
(TCDSB), has collected and invested Education Development Charges 
of over $204 million while the cost of disrepair in TDSB schools is almost 
$4 billion.24

 EDC’s are a critical funding tool that would help the TDSB meet 
growth-related infrastructure needs. In order for the TDSB to be 
able to access EDC’s, Ontario Reg. 20/98 needs to be amended. 
Refer to Appendix A for legal documents restricting the Toronto 
District School Board from accessing Educational Development 
Charges. In order to qualify for EDCs, a school board must show 
that the number of students it needs to accommodate is larger than 
the space available on a district-wide basis, regardless of its inability 
to accommodate students in schools in specific neighbourhoods25. 

 Many of the Toronto District School Board schools are over capacity 
as a result of significant residential intensification in certain areas. Lack of 
sufficient space in local schools in some areas of the City has forced the 
TDSB to adopt different accommodation strategies for managing enrolment 
growth, including redirecting students from new residential developments 
to other schools located outside the students local schools catchment 
area, the use of portables, and program and school boundary changes.

                              

                      

24  Jennifer Hassum, “The Missing Money our Schools Need Now, Education Development Charges in Toronto”, (Broadbent Institute, September 22, 2020), 
https://www.broadbentinstitute.ca/the_missing_money
25 Ibid
26 Ibid

“The TDSB is advocating for the Ontario Government to amend the Education 
Development Charges Regulation (Ontario Reg. 20/98) under the Education Act to 
allow the TDSB to collect EDCs to help support urgent school infrastructure needs and 
reduce overcrowding in high-growth areas of the City. In addition, the TDSB is asking 
to expand the definition of “education land costs” to include construction costs for 
new buildings and other costs to meet growth-related infrastructure needs such as 

additions and renovations to existing schools.26”
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“There is no ability in law to oppose development on the basis that the local schools are 
unable to accommodate the new students,”28 notes a staff report presented to TDSB trustees 
in 2020. Although school boards are notified about every development application, despite 
not having space in schools for incoming new residents with children, this is not a substantial 

justification for delaying or denying construction applications.

28  Andrea Gordon, “The Challenge of Urban Density: They Can See the School from Their Balconies but Their Kids Can’t Attend,” thestar.com, March 2, 2018.

 

Defining Spaces: Barriers to Educational Reform

27  “O. Reg. 20/98: EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT CHARGES - GENERAL,” Education Act (Government of Ontario, November 8, 2019), ontario.ca/laws/
regulation/980020.

        Results of Educational Development Charges in Toronto

 Quoting the Ontario Ministry of Education Regulation 
20/98 Education Development Charges under Section 10 it 
states:
“Conditions of Passage of By-law….10 The following conditions 
are prescribed, for the purposes of subsection 257.54 (6) 
of the Act, as conditions that must be satisfied in order for 
a board to pass an education development charge by-law…. 
The estimated average number of elementary school pupils 
of the board over the five years immediately following the day 
the board intends to have the by-law come into force exceeds 
the total capacity of the board to accommodate elementary 
school pupils throughout its jurisdiction on the day the by-law 
is passed.”27

The implication of the phrase above, ‘throughout 
its jurisdiction’ is interpreted to mean that although in 
midtown Toronto there are TDSB schools with overcrowded 
classrooms, if there exists schools in close proximity that 
have space, these schools will be used rather than levying 
EDC’s to build a new school. This is currently the case for 
many of the new condos being built in the Yonge-Eglinton 
corridor where students are bussed over 5 kilometres to 
a school that is under capacity. Families residing in these 
newly constructed buildings must bypass the school across 
the street to take a bus to another school far from their 
neighbourhood. On March 24th, 2021, TDSB made arguments 
to the Ontario Supreme Court of Justice to have changes 
made to this Regulation to allow the board to collect EDC’s. 

There is currently a movement spearheaded by 
parents and city officials to change this restriction to allow the 
collection of developer funding for school and site-related costs 
to accommodate growth-related problems. If the restriction to 
acquire EDC’s is relaxed, the Toronto District School Board 
could receive up to 500 million dollars over the next 15 years 
which could be used to reduce overflow in high growth areas. 
This is just a start but could help reduce overcrowding by a large 
margin. Very few newly built schools can be seen in Toronto that 
were created fully from the benefits of  EDC’s, but one school 
located in the City Place neighbourhood of downtown Toronto 
called Jean Lumb Public School, sets a modern precedent 
and a look into the future of educational design in Toronto.

Figure 10- Aerial view of Canoe Landing park, located in the City Place neighbourhood of downtown Toronto
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29  Katherine Aylesworth, New schools open in CityPlace hoping to relieve congestion in dense Toronto community, Global News, January 6, 2020, https://globalnews.ca/
news/6371374/city-place-school-opening-toronto/

Case Study #1-Jean Lumb Public School (TDSB)
Jean Lumb was the first Chinese Canadian woman and the first restaurateur to 

receive the Order of Canada for her tireless community work. Located in Toronto’s 
downtown at Spadina and Lakeshore is one of the newest schools that has formed 
partnerships with TDSB, TCDSB and the City of Toronto. Built in 2020, this school is 
unlike most other schools, physically and functionally. It has a green roof and a modern 
glass design to fit into the surrounding environment of former industrial and rail yards. 
What makes this school ground-breaking in Toronto is its use of pathways and open 
spaces. The playground shares the same space as a local public park. This is unusual 
because there are usually clear boundaries separating the school yard from public 
spaces. The school shares community spaces for recreation and a childcare centre. 

This multi-use facility represents a unique opportunity to fulfill the educational, 
social and recreational needs of a high-density urban neighbourhood. Funding for the 
school was created as part of an agreement between the City of Toronto and the Toronto 
school boards, where the school boards lease the property from the City. The City of 
Toronto signed an agreement with the Canadian National Railway, allowing the City to 
collect revenue from new developments in the area. This agreement enabled the City to 
fund the construction of a community centre. This demonstrates the currently untapped 
potential of Education Development Charges. Large sums of money could be made 
available to fund schools and community centres if the rules for EDC were to change.

“Councillor Joe Cressy told Global News the facility opening shows it is possible 

for a vertical city to not only build towers but to build functioning neighbourhoods. 

You need to build the parks, and the schools and the community centres to make 

neighbourhoods livable.” 29

Mid-Toronto along the Yonge-Eglinton corridor is undergoing immense and rapid 
development. This thesis proposes a different design response to school usage. The 
classical design of a school surrounded by open space and playgrounds no longer match 
the ever-growing city of Toronto. I will explore the idea that new schools might occupy 
a smaller footprint and be located in condos or mixed-use buildings. Jean Lumb Public 
School, Bishop Macdonell C.S. and Canoe Landing Community and Recreation Centre is 
an example of a multi-use school complex that serves the needs of the community, a hub 
that serves another fast-growing area of Toronto. Jean Lumb was an activist and a voice 
for her community for over 40 years. She would be proud of the input and collaboration 
that went into the making of this iconic community hub that will be available for future 
generations to enjoy. When the concept for a new school in the CN rail corridor was in the 
planning process, ZAS Architects understood that the community would benefit from not 
only an educational setting but there was intentional planning to incorporate social aspects 
to connect the residents of the neighbourhood. This was completed through a recreation 
centre, a childcare centre an outdoor playground area, a green roof with gardens, a 
basketball court and a jogging track. The open areas surrounding the school in CityPlace 
will be available to host local community events such as farmers markets, festivals, boot 
camps and outdoor yoga.  It is a partnership that involved community input from the beginning 
during the long-term planning process. Ideas that were embraced included facilities that 
were important to children’s physical, social and emotional development such as indoor play 
spaces and multi-purpose spaces which contribute to the development of the whole child, 
and creates a new format for a state of the art school embedded in a modern community. 

“In a vertical, urban community where neighbours often experience solitary 
lifestyles, this interaction is vital…. The Canoe Landing Campus serves as 
an urban model with the ability to socially bind these vertical communities 

together.”30

30  “Canoe Landing Campus: Community Centre, Elementary Schools, Childcare,” ZAS Architects + Interiors, n.d., https://www.zasa.com/canoe-landing-project.

Figure 11-Aerial view of Jean Lumb Public School illustrating the modern approach to design Figure 12- A conceptual render provided by the City of Toronto demonstrating the community 
       aspect of Jean Lumb Public School as a community hub.
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“.... the nature of children’s environments within the family, and in their schools, neighbourhoods, and 
communities, has a very strong effect on children’s cognitive and behavioural development and on 
the prevalence of childhood vulnerability….. Willms is expressing recognition that places are social 
constructions and that caring for children’s wellbeing entails taking responsibility for the places of their 
everyday lives.”31

31  Julia Ellis, “Place and Identity for Children in Classrooms and Schools,” Journal of the Canadian Association for Curriculum Studies 3 (2005): pp. 61-62.

Figure 13-Aerial view of Mid-town Toronto, the location of study for this thesis
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            Identity of Place and Community 

Place making
Community involvement is beneficial in all areas of 

life. We see the impact that belonging and having a sense of 
community has in the work force and company culture, in schools, 
towns, and small businesses around the world. Perhaps one of 
the greatest examples of the profound and inspiring ways ‘eyes 
on the street’ impacts our society is how we look at the benefits 
of community involvement in early childhood32. Community 
involvement and engagement produces long-term benefits in 
the lives of children. It gives them a sense of belonging and 
is crucial to the building of their identity, after all, it does take 
a village to raise a child. Walking through the neighbourhood 
on the way to their local school allows for families to interact 
with each other,increasing the connections to the community. 

This form of civic participation enables students to 
know and understand the intricate connections that form 
communities. Walking to school helps students develop their 
knowledge of the neighbourhood, equipping them with the 
skills for civic participation33. Their neighbourhood explorations 
allow them to identify gaps and opportunities that may not be 
as evident to people who interact less with the neighbourhood. 
Place making in urban environments in architecture is 
the process of planning public and community spaces 
that contribute to the well-being of the local community34.

In an informal way, communities centered around 
schools allow for further learning opportunities outside 
the school building.  Real world educational experiences 
integrate informal learning such as community walks 
which exist alongside problem and inquiry-based learning. 
Experiential learning better equips children to meet the 
competencies required for 21st century learning, which is 
why the students immediate local surroundings are very 
important to develop a contemporary  approach to design.

“Cities have the capability of providing something 
for everybody, only because, and only when, they 

are created by everybody.”35 

-Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities

32  “Benefits of Community Involvement in Early Childhood: Child Abuse Prevention, Treatment &amp;Amp; Welfare Services: Children’s Bureau,” Child Abuse 
Prevention, Treatment &amp; Welfare Services | Children’s Bureau, January 28, 2019, https://www.all4kids.org/news/blog/benefits-of-community-involvement-in-early-
childhood/
33  Armi Francia, “3 Impactful Reasons to Walk to School,” Spacing Toronto, June 4, 2019, http://spacing.ca/toronto/2018/10/02/3-impactful-reasons-to-walk-
to-school/.
34 “The Placemaking Process,” Project for Public Spaces, December 21, 2021, https://www.pps.org/article/5-steps-to-making-places.
35  Peter Laurence, The Routledge Guidebook to Jane Jacobs’ The Death and Life of Great American Cities (London: Routledge, 2014).

Small Suburban Neighbourhood
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Dense Downtown CoreFigure 14-Progression of the Yonge Eglinton Urban Fabric
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Schools of the Past: Centre of Community-

       The morphology of Yorkville

Jesse Ketchum Jr. & Sr. Public School, located 
in the Yorkville Village, is one of the oldest schools in the 
City of Toronto, and is a great starting point to discovering 
the evolution of schools located in the Toronto area. The 
school was named after Jesse Ketchum, an entrepreneur 
and philanthropist in Yorkville in the 19th century. Ketchum 
had donated land in 1856 for the creation of a school and 
the development of public parkland36. The donation of land 
created an opportunity to create a larger school. The original 
school, built in 1832, was too small to house all students in 
the area. In 1856, he donated the land for the current site to 
build a ‘Free and Common School’, in order to accommodate 
both male and female students37, as seen in Figure 16. Soon, 
overcrowding became an issue and other buildings such as 
Ketchum Hall, located across the street, were used for overflow. 
In 1875, two rooms were added, and in 1878 a three-story 
addition was built38. Jesse Ketchum School accommodated 
approximately 1,000 students during these years. 

Today, the school accommodates around 450 
students from Junior Kindergarten-Grade 8. Much can be 
learned from the history of the development of this school, as 
many schools approximately 150 years later are experiencing 
similar issues with increasing and declining enrolments. 
Overcrowded classrooms and multiple school extensions are 
some of the many problems elementary schools in Toronto 
are experiencing today. In addition to changing school 
populations, school curricula, the surrounding community, 
school designs and funding are some of the many aspects 
that continue to have a major impact on schools today. 

Reflecting on the past trends of the city allows us to 
examine the problems related to student overcrowding and 
how they were averted or solved. In this case, the problem 
of overcrowded classrooms Jesse Ketchum experienced 
in the 19th century was solved by erecting a new school, 
much bigger and more suited to their needs at the time. 

36  “The Past. Our Present. Your Future-Jesse Ketchum Junior and Senior School ,” Architectural Conservancy Ontario, May 31, 2019, https://www.acotoronto.
ca/show_building.php?BuildingID=11093.
37  Ibid
38  Ibid

Figure 15-View of Jesse Ketchum School from early 20th century (Image Courtesy of Toronto Public Library)

Figure 16-Jesse Ketchum Junior and Senior School in 2020
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School populations, in the 19th century and now, have 
always fluctuated according to the number of children who 
live in the surrounding community. Communities rarely remain 
static and in the case of Jesse Ketchum Jr & Sr.P.S., a school 
built nearly 200 years ago, it is no different. Examination of 
aerial maps and fire insurance plans from the early 1900’s 
clearly indicates that the school is located in the middle of a 
thriving community. Today, the change from a school which 
once educated more than 1,000 students, to its current 
population of 450 students is a pattern that has been repeated 
in various neighbourhoods across Toronto. The Yorkville 
community has changed from single family dwellings to retail 
businesses, working upper class couples without children 
and senior citizens as the area has modernized and fewer 
children live in the area.  As the Toronto District School Board 
is limited in funding and must use the existing sites they own, 
this means that students use various forms of transportation 
to arrive at Jesse Ketchum from other areas close by because 
there is available space in Jesse Ketchum. This is a problem 
for students attending schools all over Toronto must face 
on a daily basis. However, this wasn’t always the case. 

In the 20th century, the school typology was based 
around the physical school building and its surrounding 
community, generally a traditional residential low rise 
neighbourhood. A two-storey brick building with open fields, 
isolated and nestled in a child-friendly community was 
the norm. Schools were built in a developing area, and the 
community was built around it. School typology models are 
based on these 20th century communities39. New ways of 
thinking about the school environment and its place in the 
community is required to create a new typology of school 
more suited to urban densification. Figures 17 and 18 
perfectly illustrate this morphology of two similar yet distinct  
communities in rapidly developing areas in Toronto. Jesse 
Ketchum Junior Public School is located in the center of the 
community, where houses are adjacent to the school field. 
In a very literal context, the community was built around the 
school. This is the case in most regions in Toronto. The intent 
of a school located at the center of a community is to cater its 
services to the children of the community. The school was the 
heart of the community, but as neighbourhoods change over 
time, so should the school to meet the needs of the community. 

39 Jesse Ketchum Junior and Senior School. The Past. Our Present. Your Future. Architecture Conservancy Ontario, May 31, 2019. https://www.acotoronto.ca/
show_building.php?BuildingID=11093.

Figure 17-Fire Insurance Plan of Yorkville Toronto in 1910, with Jesse Ketchum school and park at the center.

Figure 18-Perspective view of Yorkville Toronto today, showing the change of density around Jesse Ketchum 
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  Continuing the Legacy of Communities: School Hubs

    In 2011, TDSB began implementing this community hub model 
using fifteen of its schools. This number has increased over the years. 
The goal for the hubs was to include and integrate the Provincial 
Government Ministries that could support the schools to provide the 
services needed for a particular community. Its purpose is to improve 
the quality of life for students, families, and communities through the 
coordinated delivery of education, health care, prevention, and social 
services.40As will be explored in Chapter 3, educational pedagogies are 
changing to benefit 21st Century learning styles. The school as a community 
hub reinforces and aligns to the approaches of global competencies and 
connects learning to student’s lives. Students’ interests and needs would 
be explored through the various services contained in the structure of 
the vertical school enhancing educational experiences and contributing 
to place making and community-building. A contemporary approach 
to education can be seen as the school transforms into a community 
hub, where the physical building is not just a school, but a building open 
and accessible to the community, with spaces created specifically for 
the neighbourhood surrounding the school. It is for that reason this 
thesis will explore the idea of a community involved school, where 
the building is accessible and tailored to the surrounding community.

Extensive research has determined that schools are much more 
than isolated educational institutions where learning should not be 
confined inside the walls of the classroom or the school building itself. 
We must provide spaces for children to learn and grow. In recent years, 
support for schools as community hubs has been increasing. They 
serve neighbourhoods with community services, community activities 
and become the bridge to strengthening community life. According to 
Dianna Graves with the University of Regina, Community Research Unit,  
there can be numerous models for community hubs, depending upon the 
public being served and their purpose. Services may be recreation, arts, 
culture, physical health, mental health, childcare, adult education, and 
settlement services for newcomers. In my vertical school proposal, the 
school serves as a neighbourhood library, school, social and health care 
centre. The philosophical basis for the idea of schools containing services 
that benefit the surrounding community, a full-service school model, 
was described by David Clandfield and George Martell in 2010. Their 
research entitled, The School as Community Hub, Beyond Education’s 
Iron Cage, reveals the reciprocal benefits of hubs as children’s learning 
activities contribute to community development and community activities 
enrich learning activities.41

 
40  Diana Graves, “Community Research Unit,” Community Research Unit (University of Regina, August 2011),pg.17. https://ourspace.uregina.ca/bitstream/
handle/10294/3397/Community%20Hub%20Final%20Report.pdf.
41  David Clandfield and George Martell, “The School as Community Hub Beyond Education’s Iron Cage,” 2010, pp. 20-30, https://doi.org/http://fixourschools.
ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/School-as-Community-Hub-.pdf.

“A general definition of community hub is that of a concept, community plan or urban design 
for a conveniently located public place that is recognized and valued in the local community 
as a gathering place for people, and an access point for a wide range of community activities, 
programs, services and events.”42

42  Diana Graves, “Community Research Unit,” Community Research Unit (University of Regina, August 2011), https://ourspace.uregina.ca/bitstream/
handle/10294/3397/Community%20Hub%20Final%20Report.pdf.
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Figure 11 Typical Block in Long Branch illustrating how the 'Neighbourhood Character Guidelines' speak to various typical conditions

Role of the Guidelines
The parameters set out in the Zoning By-law establish a generic building 
envelop for each permitted building type. The intention of the guidelines is 
to treat the as-of-right building envelope as a general framework, and sculpt 
and articulate it through the provision of design guidelines and criteria in 
order to more appropriately respond to the key defining characteristics of 
adjacent properties, the street and block segment, and the broader Long 
Branch Neighbourhood context.

Reading the Zoning By-law

• f - required minimum Lot Frontage in 
meters

• a - required minimum Lot Area in m2

• d - permitted maximum Floor Space 
Index (FSI) for a lot

• u - permitted number of units for a lot
• FSI - gross floor area of all buildings 

on a lot divided by the lot area
• Lot Coverage - the portion of the lot 

that is covered by any part of any 
building or structure on or above the 
surface of the lot

• Height Overlay - Height overlay 
map sets additional maximum height 
regulation beyond the general 
regulation of the By-law

Figure 19-Neighbourhood Character Guidelines from City of Toronto showing the current block morphology of 
traditional Toronto neighborhoods.

Figure 20-Mid-town neighbourhood rapidly changing from suburban neighbourhood to dense city center
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Chapter 3 - Need for a New School Typology - Vertical School

“The coherence of biophilia and sustainability benefit vertical school design using 
approaches such as elevated courtyards and rooftop play space that provide relief 
from artificial enclosures by bringing the outside in, thus diffusing boundaries between 
classrooms and the outdoors.”43

43  Alan Duffy, “The ‘Nature’ of New School Design – an Evolving Concept,” Australian Design Review, September 16, 2019, https://www.australiandesignreview.
com/architecture/nature-new-school-design-evolving-concept/.

Figure 21-A concept sketch from Alan Duffy, “The ‘Nature’ of New School Design, illustrating how to
design in accordance with the surrounding area of the building
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          Education for the 21st Century 
 

Schools were built to accommodate traditional teaching practices, 
however, to meet the demands of the 21st century, many educational 
institutions and practitioners are changing direction towards a more student-
centred approach to learning. So too must new school buildings be re-
imagined to incorporate an appropriately designed space for the learning 
environment. Educational design has been structured around a very narrow 
interpretation of how a school functions vis-à-vis evolving pedagogies. It 
is possible to design settings for education that expand opportunities for 
learning. Even newly designed schools are still following the traditional 
typology of 20th century teaching. This proposal, to build vertical schools 
in high density areas, requires innovative thinking to break away from an 
archaic 20th century model and move towards one that more effectively 
fits into the urban fabric of the current definition of community-based/
integrated education. According to the Ontario Ministry of Education’s 
guide entitled Education for All, Universal Design for Learning, (UDL), the 
broad learning principles of equitable use, appropriately designed space 
and flexibility are highlighted. 44  Thus, newer pedagogical typologies 
require building designs to work in harmony with educational philosophies. 
When teaching models and non-restrictive educational design of the built 
environment work in tandem, a more responsive typology can be created.  

 

According to the Council of Ministers of Education Canada, there 
is urgency for educational institutions to provide younger generations with 
the knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes that they will need to become 
lifelong learners.45 They propose this be accomplished through a new 
ideology of education known as Global Competencies.46There is a growing 
recognition throughout North America that global competencies help 
promote deeper learning by equipping students with the necessary tools 
using  a different approach to teaching. Though there are many aspects of 
global competencies, the four main attributes are: Creativity, Collaboration, 
Community and Communication. The Toronto District School Board has its 
own set of guidelines and objectives, demonstrating its intent to promote global 
competencies. Unfortunately, the current buildings within the school board 
do not allow for teachers to approach their curriculum in the format of global 
competencies, as the physical built environment is too restrictive. Teachers 
in Toronto are attempting to make the switch to global competencies, yet 
change is happening in some schools at a slower rate than others. The built 
environment must therefore include a variety of design features embedded 
that allows for greater flexibility in how educators deliver the curriculum and 
how students interact in their environment to strengthen learning concepts. 

44 “Learning for All A Guide to Effective Assessment and Instruction for All Students, Kindergarten to Grade 12,” Ministry of Education Ontario, 2013, 
https://doi.org/http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/general/elemsec/speced/learningforall2013.pdf.
45 “Council of Ministers of Education, Canada &gt; Programs &amp; Initiatives &gt; Elementary-Secondary Education &gt; Global Competencies,” CMEC, 2020, 
https://www.cmec.ca/682/Global_Competencies.html.
46 TDSB Global Competencies,” TDSB Global Competencies, 2021, https://sites.google.com/tdsb.on.ca/globalcompetencies.

Figure 23-A classroom that is driven by the concept of Creativity, Collaboration, Community and Communication

Figure 22-A classroom that promotes global competencies through its flexible furniture placement
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 Re-Imagining the Physical Space: Flexible Furniture
Furniture design made originally for ARCH 5326 - Fabrication 2, Randall Kober

Schools were built to accommodate traditional teaching practices; 
however, to meet the demands of the 21st century, many educational 
institutions and practitioners are changing direction towards a more 
student-centered approach to learning. Therefore, so too must new 
school buildings be re imagined to incorporate an appropriately designed 
space for the learning environment. A traditional elementary classroom 
for instance, contains a desk which is bolted to the floor, shelves bolted 
to the wall, and chairs which although uncomfortable, are able to be 
moved easily. As the desks remain static in a grid formation, there are 
only so many chair configurations one can create, as the desks do not 
allow for many design options. In order to promote global competencies, 
a transformable and adaptable classroom allows for more collaboration 
amongst students and teachers47. Because of these reasons above, the 
array of furniture I propose incorporates transformable seating and storage 
solution in order to accommodate current day teaching practices48. These 
pieces are essential to the classroom, making it less static and the flexible 
learning space is one in which the furniture can easily and quickly be 
reconfigured to engage learners. Designers must challenge the design 
intents of traditional school facilities that are increasingly unsupportive 
of learning. A new design approach is necessary to support adequate 
learning environments for children. This project fuses interior design 
and architecture together to create a sense of community and flexibility 
within a vertical school. Although there are many debates stemming 
from the current educational model of education, the furniture will focus 
on the interior spaces of the vertical school building in order to create 
spaces that promote global competencies, a contemporary approach to 
educational pedagogy. The furnishings must be flexible to support these 
dynamics and provide opportunities to engage different types of learners. 

 The concept and development of the furnishings was inspired 
from children’s toys, with the intent to design a practical object using 
playful design based off of objects students interact with on a daily basis. 
Building blocks and Lego pieces are traditional standard toys that stimulate 
children’s creative and problem-solving processes. These toys start off 
as multiple, separated pieces scattered across the floor, until boys and 
girls begin to interact with them. While fitting the pieces together they use 
their imagination and are developing critical thinking ideas, like solving a 
puzzle. From beginning to end, they follow their imagination without the 
need to follow an instructional manual. This enables them to instill order 
out of chaos, to gain problem solving skills to assist them in life. When 
playing with their peers they are learning how to collaborate and build 
social skills through dramatic play. The end result is a work of art that is 
defined as they see it; a tower, a mythical place with imaginary characters 
of heroes, villains or animals they have created from their imaginations. 

47 RK Nair, “Importance of School Furniture - Why Classroom Ergonomics Matters?,” Dovetail Furniture - School Furniture | Retail Fixtures | Office Furniture designers &amp; 
Manufacturers, August 18, 2019, https://dovetail.in/blog/why-classroom-ergonomics-is-important/.

48 “The Third Teacher ,’ Designing the Learning Environment for Mathematics and Literacy, K to 8,” Capacity Building Series, no. 27 (n.d.): p. 5, 
https://doi.org/https://doi.org/ISSN: 1913 8482.

“Look at your learning space with 21st century eyes: Does it work for what we know 
about learning today, or just for what we know about learning in the past?”49

- Sir Ken Robinson,The Third Teacher (2010)

49  Ibid

Figure 24-Furniture design concept made originally for ARCH 5326 - Fabrication 2, Randall Kober. (Image 
made by Author, 2021)

Figure 25-Playful design can be accomplished through designing standard everyday furniture into a useful tool
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If implemented into the thesis design properly, when multiple of these furnishings 
or artifacts are designed and clustered together, there are limitless numbers of possibilities 
for classroom environments that could be explored and created. The elimination of static 
and heavy furniture arrangements allow for valuable floor space to be freed up50. This 
artifact not only allows for the students to create their own learning environment, but 
the teachers and faculty of the school as well, creating a flexible learning environment 
for everyone within the school. A particular feature of this artifact is with the interaction 
of the users, as they create clever designs and configurations through the flexibility of 
the furniture. They are using critical thinking and problem solving skills when taking out 
or putting away the pieces, engaging in cognitive processes to understand and resolve 
problems51. Users  formulate the space to their own needs and by doing so, a learning 
experience is created and deepened through meaningful, real-world, authentic experiences. 

The Tetris like shape of the object enables manoeuvrability and creates flexible 
spaces, as students are able to disassemble and reassemble the object piece by piece. 
When multiple pieces are combined, it creates one assembled shelf. Matching the colours 
of the cushions and the designated colours on the shelf, students are able to use problem 
solving skills to interact with the objects like they would in playing with similar puzzles like 
Tetris or Lego. These shelves can be located inside a classroom, or even outside in the 
hallway, creating flexible spaces throughout the school. The intent of this design is to create 
a playful yet necessary transformable object that plays an integral part in the students 
learning environment. Instead of being confined to one static location, students are provided 
with the opportunity to explore the spaces provided to them. By giving students furniture 
that lets them move and assemble independently, it increases their ability to concentrate. 
When you have dynamic seating, you have a higher body temperature, which is a sign of 
greater blood circulation. This in turn means more blood is arriving to the brain, making 
concentration easier.  

The main objective of flexible seating arrangements is to not only provide a better 
suited learning environment for the young learners, but also create an interest in the 
relationship they have to everyday objects. An examination of how the design of a simple 
piece of furniture, a desk for instance, can affect the user might easily be overlooked. Even 
if the focus of the object is not purely based on materiality, it is the object itself that enables 
an understanding of relationships to others around you and your physical environment. 
This design allows young students who physically interact with the object, to transform their 
classroom using their imagination. Both playful design and appropriate lightweight material 
should be considered in order to create an easily manoeuvrable piece of furniture. Staff 
and students need to adjust, move and reconfigure it themselves without asking for outside 
help from caretaking staff or the use of devices such as trolleys to support the move of the 
objects. This artifact has the potential to be taken apart in pieces, either used as other forms 
of furniture such as tables and stools and can be easily tucked away to save space and to 
allow the placement of other furniture (semi-circular tables, swivel stools, computers). 

Designers must challenge the design intent of traditional school facilities that are 
increasingly unsupportive of new teaching methods. A new design approach is necessary 
to support evolving teaching methodologies for children. 

50  CDI Spaces, “The Importance of Choosing Quality Classroom Furniture,” CDI Spaces, October 2, 2018, 

https://cdispaces.ca/blog/the-importance-of-choosing-quality-classroom-furniture/#:~:text=The%20importance%20of%20classroom%20furniture,and%20engagement%20in%20the%20classroom. 
51 RK Nair, “Importance of School Furniture - Why Classroom Ergonomics Matters?,” Dovetail Furniture - School Furniture  August 18, 2019, 
https://dovetail.in/blog/why-classroom-ergonomics-is-important/.

OBJECT DETAILS

Cushion assembly

OBJECT DETAILS
Shelf assembly

OBJECT DETAILS
Individual cushions combined
creating collaboration spaces

Figure 26-Creativity, Collaboration, Community and Communication can be achieved through flexible furniture

Figure 27-Flexible seating arrangements in flexible spaces
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      Reggio Emilia approach

 Some models of education that contribute to the movement to 
global competencies are Reggio Emilia, inquiry-based, problem-
based, nature-based, remote learningand Montessori, among 
others. The first two approaches will be discussed in further detail 
below. Elements they all share is the need for large open spaces or 
pods separate from the classroom but in proximity to the teacher.  
Gone is the ‘front of the classroom’ 52 as these studio spaces are 
necessary to encourage collaborative active learning activities 
that engage students and teachers as co learners. The history and 
creation of Reggio Emilia’s municipal preschool, an educational 
model profoundly woven into the physical learning environment, 
was created by Loris Malaguzzi in Italy shortly after World War II. 
Malaguzzi worked as a teacher in an elementary school during the 
Second World War. The post-World War era in Italy created a “… 
desire to bring change and create a new form of education that would 
ensure against future generations being brought up in toleration of 
injustice and inequality.”53 Malaguzzi opened a preschool in Reggio 
Emilia for children living in poverty where he personally witnessed 
the evolving self-managed education. Sixty Reggio preschools in this 
Italian province were led principally by the Italian Women’s Union 
(UDI). He learned the value of participation and solidarity of people. 
It’s important to compare the North American model of Education 
versus this Italian model of Education during the post-World War II era.

 Some North American educational models may have treated 
education in a similar approach to factories in the industrial revolution, 
while other models pushed for reform and a chance to create a 
new experience in the classroom. The Reggio Emilia approach is a 
student-centred, self-guided curriculum, based on the principles of 
respect, responsibility and community. Understanding the children’s 
interests and providing a suitable environment for exploration and 
experimentation are the focal points of this pedagogy. The Reggio 
structure is designed so that a classroom functions as a “third teacher,” 
where children are consistently inspired and encouraged to direct 
their own learning.  Malaguzzi believed that social learning preceded 
cognitive development and maintained that the environment plays a 
pivotal role in making learning meaningful and authentic. 54Because 
students learn directly from the physical environment that surrounds 
them, a Reggio inspired classroom focuses on the importance of the 
surrounding area of the school. The neighbourhood and its relation to 
the school site acts as the third teacher. Design features of school/
classrooms in the Reggio Emilia approach to learning should include 
classrooms that are integrated with the rest of the school, and the 
school with the surrounding community 55, which is what makes the 
students physical learning environment extremely important to modern 
pedagogy. 

52 Michael David Leiboff, “Studio Classroom: Designing Collaborative Learning Spaces,” Campus Technology, May 15, 2010,
 https://campustechnology.com/articles/2010/05/19/studio-classroom-designing-collaborative-learning-spaces.aspx.
53 Valarie Mercilliott Hewett, “Examining the Reggio Emilia Approach to Early Childhood Education,” Early Childhood Education Journal 29, no. 2 (2001): pp. 95-100, 
https://doi.org/10.1023/a:1012520828095.
54 Mary Ann Biermeier, “Inspired by Reggio Emilia: Emergent Curriculum in Relationship-Driven Learning Environments,” NAEYC, November 2015, 
https://www.naeyc.org/resources/pubs/yc/nov2015/emergent-curriculum.
55  “Reggio Emilia Approach,” La Scuola International School, January 3, 2021, https://www.lascuolasf.org/learning/reggio-emilia-approach.

“The inquiry-based approach is not a rigid methodology or set of procedures. Rather, 
it entails an overall mindset, one that pervades school and classroom life to foster 
a culture of collaborative learning and idea improvement. Teachers continually 
encourage students to contribute their ideas and engage in critical problem-solving 

processes in a variety of contexts, whether curricular or social.”56

    
56  Eric Jackman , “Part 1 Environmental Inquiry: A Pedagogical Framework,” in Natural Curiosity: A Resource for Teachers (Toronto: The Laboratory School at 
Dr. Eric Jackman Institute of Child Study, 2011), pp. 7-10. https://thelearningexchange.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/NaturalCuriosityManual.pdf

Figure 28-A student-centered classroom where various design strategies can be used 
to promote a different learning environment
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Inquiry-based learning 

 Features of the third teacher teaching environment should be visible in 
and outside the classroom with student work displayed alongside found 
objects and items that provoke inquiries. There should be ample studio 
space in each classroom with designated areas for small and large group 
activities and spaces that provide opportunities for children to interact 
with each other throughout the school. A second pedagogical approach 
to education that is closely linked with Reggio Emilia is the inquiry-based 
method. It was developed in the 1960’s, again as a response to traditional 
approaches to learning. The goal is to ignite curiosity, a student-
centred approach rather than a teacher-led instructional approach 
of information delivery. To nurture and develop the critical-thinking 
process key to global competencies, a knowledge building circle is a key 
component to inquiry-based learning.  Children sit in a circle which is a 
configuration that is conducive to having conversations with one another.

Information moves beyond knowledge telling to building on the 
knowledge that students share, making connections leading to idea 
improvements and contributing to learners’ understanding about the 
content. The teacher’s role becomes one in which provocations, or 
invitations to learning, are either initiated by the teacher for younger 
children or activated by a students’ interest about a topic, idea or 
interest57. Found objects, loose parts, maps or natural items are brought 
inside to spark and harness students’ natural curiosity. Inquiry-based 
learning is most successful when the classroom culture supports 
deep thinking, effective collaboration and creative work with ideas.58 

In inquiry-based learning environments, desks are arranged in 
groups with students facing each other, encouraging them to share and 
collaborate, learn and solve problems together. Space is created on a 
carpet for students to gather regularly and are encouraged to exchange, 
negotiate and build on each other’s ideas through Knowledge Building 
Circles59. Learning can further be enhanced through a Problem-Based 
learning model of pedagogy which is based on inquiry where the 
teacher presents a question that is unsolved, a real-world problem. 
Students work on building a deep understanding of problems, ones that 
are truly meaningful and authentic to the community itself. By delving 
into a problem, (i.e. Why is there no clean drinking water in some 
Indigenous communities in northern Ontario?), students develop a 
sense of ownership and agency over their work, as well as being deeply 
engaged in a matter that one is truly interested in or passionate about 60. 

57 Michael David Leiboff, “Studio Classroom: Designing Collaborative Learning Spaces,” Campus Technology, May 15, 2010,
 https://campustechnology.com/articles/2010/05/19/studio-classroom-designing-collaborative-learning-spaces.aspx.
58  Monica Resendes and Karen Dobbie, “Knowledge Building Gallery- Teaching for Deep Understanding and Community Knowledge Creation,” Knowledge Building 
Gallery / Leading Student Achievement Project, 2016, pp. 27-30.https://thelearningexchange.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/KB-Gallery-draft.pdf
59 Eric Jackman , “Part 1 Stewardship: Fostering Civic Responsibility” in Natural Curiosity: A Resource for Teachers (Toronto: The Laboratory School at Dr. Eric 
Jackman Institute of Child Study, 2011), pp. 54-59.
60  Ibid

Figure 29-The classroom culture supports deep thinking, effective collaboration and creative work with ideas
  through the integration of greenery and bringing outdoor nature into the classroom interior.

Figure 30-A visual example of a knowledge building circle within a classroom setting
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       Re-Imagining the Physical Space: Vertical Classroom

Although the main focus of this thesis is the major urban role a 
school can play in a community, it is important to address the interior and 
small details of the elementary school classroom, and design a different 
typology of classroom, that is more fitting to the vertical school. Since 
the 1950s, the “sage on the stage” method of instruction, in which the 
teacher plays the main role in the classroom, and students are seated 
at a desk with little to no class participation, has evolved into a modern 
approach into educational teaching methods61. This classroom creates 
different learning zones, where each space is different than the rest and 
is tailored to the specific subject. For example, the reading and writing 
corner, has open flexible spaces for comfortable seating arrangements, 
and spaces for collaboration. Using different space layouts for the 
interior of the classroom can provide flexible learning zones within 
the classroom setting, which engages the students in a more modern 
approach to education and learning62. The loft style design can be 
tailored to the individual types of learners in the classroom, where 
quiet reading nooks, or collaborative spaces can be created, and can 
be a space to escape the crowded classroom setting during free time.

 Reggio Emilia pedagogical approaches create a nontraditional 
learning environment, where there are no assigned seats. Children 
are consistently inspired and encouraged to direct their own learning. 
The Reggio structure also involves a carefully designed classroom, 
that functions as a “third teacher,” and as such frees the teacher to 
engage in projects. Because students learn directly from their learning 
environment, a Reggio inspired classroom is set up in a way that is 
meant to be a reflection of the culture in which the child lives. Because 
of this, there is a major emphasis to the design of the site and the 
surrounding area of the school. The neighborhood and its relation to 
the school site acts as the third teacher. As this is a vertical school 
project, I have designed a loft style classroom that assists learning 
and influences creativity. Using the double height ceiling that a vertical 
school can create, the classroom acts as a third teacher and creates 
different opportunities a traditional school classroom may not be able 
to provide.

61 Bilal Khalid Khalaf, “Traditional and Inquiry-Based Learning Pedagogy: A Systematic Critical Review,” International Journal of Instruction 11, no. 4 (March 2018): pp. 545-
564, https://doi.org/10.12973/iji.2018.11434a.
62 RK Nair, “Importance of School Furniture - Why Classroom Ergonomics Matters?,” Dovetail Furniture - School Furniture | Retail Fixtures | Office Furniture designers 
&amp; Manufacturers, August 18, 2019, https://dovetail.in/blog/why-classroom-ergonomics-is-important/.

Figure 31- An effective classroom allows for collaboration, creativity and include co-operative learning zones

Figure 32-The loft style classroom that is integrated into the vertical school creates an open and inviting classroom
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The tone set in the classroom can nurture students’ 
curiosity and motivate them to learn about the world and see 
how they fit in it. Design features of school/classrooms in the 
inquiry-based learning approach should include a wonder 
wall, which is a large wall to display artifacts about a topic 
of study, activate prior knowledge and is shared with others 
in a knowledge building circle63. Including spaces to conduct 
experiments to innovate, make hypotheses and test ideas can 
be incorporated into the building. Include a question corner in 
the classroom and on each floor as a school-wide initiative to 
draw out questions or observations that arise spontaneously 
and can be brought back to the class for further inquiry and 
exploration. The information they bring back can be formulated 
into inquiries for further investigation.  And finally, providing 
break out spaces for technology and to support Knowledge 
Circles to allow for creative work for students questions, ideas 
and information. 

In summary, addressing global competencies through 
approaches such as Reggio Emilia, inquiry, or problem-based 
learning, involves students investigating global problems that 
can be explored locally. Vertical school design is tasked with 
designing classroom environments that value diversity and 
global engagement. Classrooms are filled with resources that 
represent the diversity of places and people around the world 
and in the school community.64 Designing from the inside 
out … by bringing the outside in”65 involves opportunities for 
students to explore their urban area and in doing so, they may 
further understand how they affect the environments in which 
they live, which is key to building a sustainable and livable city.

63  Ibid
64  Ariel Tichnor-Wagner and Hillary Parkhouse, “Incorporating Global Competency into Your Classroom,” ASCD Inservice, August 22, 2019, https://inservice.
ascd.org/incorporating-global-competency-into-your-classroom/.
65  Alan Duffy, “The ‘Nature’ of New School Design – an Evolving Concept,” Australian Design Review, September 16, 2019, https://www.australiandesignreview.
com/architecture/nature-new-school-design-evolving-concept/.

Figure 33-An example of different furniture layouts within a classroom that promote global competencies 

Figure 34-The classroom culture supports deep thinking and provides students with the tools to learn in a new environment
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         Case Study #2-William Jones College Preparatory School

 An example of a high school located in Chicago, Illinois demonstrates 
the potential of a vertical school in a dense neighbourhood. Figure 
35 illustrates William Jones College Preparatory School in Chicago 
as an example of a vertical school in a dense North American city. 
The article written by Real Condo Life mentions the Toronto District 
School Board by name, listing it as one of the many school boards 
in  North America that should consider the design styles such as 
those that were incorporated in Chicago’s William Jones Prep66. This 
typology creates a precedent that can be applied to vertical schools in 
Toronto. Vertical schools can offer new experiences and allow for an 
experimentation through design practices. William Jones Preparatory’s 
six story school in the State Street neighbourhood was conceived 
vertically instead of the usual horizontal  layout due to the densification 
of the neighbourhood. In Toronto to date, there has been no need to 
create a new school design because there has been access to larger 
plots of land as the city has gradually reclaimed former industrial 
lands and re purposed it for residential and recreational development. 

 However, in areas such as Yonge and Eglinton, rapid development has 
increased the publics understanding that common public spaces such as 
schools or community centers may be created in a different manner as the 
traditional horizontal design in the form of a vertical school. William Jones 
College Preparatory School was designed by Perkins+Will in 1967. This 
State Street community in Chicago experienced a rapid population growth 
due to the South Loop subway tracks, similar to the ongoing situation in 
Yonge and Eglinton in Toronto. William Jones Prep needed more space 
as they could no longer build out like a typical high school, so they had to 
build upward. The three-story lobby with floor-to-ceiling glass is flooded 
with light and provides access to the auditorium, library and lunchroom. 
These spaces invite students to congregate and even welcome neighbours 
from the community for after-hours events67. Classrooms run the length 
of the building in order to maximize floor space on a small site. These 
classrooms are linked to major gathering spaces through the lobby and a 
commons that rises the height of the structure from the main entrance68, 
which can be seen in Figure 37. The gymnasium and lunchroom are  
located at the top of the building, where accessible outdoor terraces 
provide students with views of the city as well as outdoor play-spaces. 

 Vertical schools are a design strategy to cope with changing density 
surrounding certain communities and although some schools are forced 
to create a vertical school typology, there are ways to adapt and even 
take advantage of the situation to design elegant and playful spaces 
much like William Jones Preparatory. 

66  Andrea Deezee, “Students Getting High(Er),” realcondolife, March 15, 2016,  https://realcondolife.me/2016/03/15/head-in-the-clouds/.
67 “ Jones College Preparatory High,” Buildings of Chicago | Chicago Architecture Center (Enjoy Illinois, n.d.), https://www.architecture.org/learn/resources/
buildings-of-chicago/building/jones-college-prep/.
68 Edward Keegan, “William Jones College Preparatory High School,” Architect, November 1, 2014, https://www.architectmagazine.com/awards/annual-de-
sign-review/william-jones-college-preparatory-high-school_o.

Figure 36-An exterior view of Willia Jones College Prepatory High School and it’s surrounding context

Figure 37-Taking advantage of the vertical spaces a new typology of school can create through design

Figure 35-A view of the upper floor gymnasium, where views to the surrounding city influences students learning
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 “ This requires for restaurants, stores, bars, and other establishments to exist intermittently on 
the street level, and for residents to feel some kind of attachment and therefore responsibility 
for their neighbourhood. Therefore, as much as privacy is essential in dense urban settings, 
so is community. Community also allows neighbourhoods to more effectively advocate for 
themselves, as Jacobs herself did to help prevent Moses’ superhighways from decimating 
Greenwich Village…. But architects and urban planners can do this by making neighbourhoods 
desirable to live in and by concretely incorporating enough street-level stores and restaurants 
to make sure the streets are lit and monitored at all times.”69

69  Lilly Cao, “The Evolution of Shared Space: Privacy vs. Openness in an Increasingly Dense Architecture,” ArchDaily, August 12, 2020, https://www.archdaily.
com/945415/the-evolution-of-shared-space-privacy-versus-openness-in-an-increasingly-dense-architecture.

Figure 38-Density map of Toronto

MIDTOWN TORONTO
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            Site Selection   

               Yonge Corridor 

Toronto’s historical significance in the 18th century 
is well documented as an important port town. The rapidly 
developing shoreline along Lake Ontario gradually transitioned 
into industrialized land north of the port. Further expansion 
grew away from the water to include manufacturing and this 
development continued northwards for over 200 years. 

In wasn’t until 1947 when the area of Yonge and Eglinton 
was annexed into the City of Toronto. With this annexation,  
farmland on the outskirts of the city was now transformed into 
suburban communities70. Early suburbs in the 1950s were 
later overwhelmed by the expansion of the City of Toronto. 
Much of the older industrial land has been converted into new 
residential neighbourhoods where the land is able to support 
large condominium development. These large industrial sized 
parcels of old Toronto were useful to developers. It allowed 
them to buy one large parcel to support the condominium 
footprint. It is, however, a different story further north of the 
downtown core, towards the Yonge-Eglinton area. These 
suburban neighbourhoods are currently being transformed71. 
Lured by buyouts, single family residences are selling off their 
property to escape the shadows of the high-rise developments 
looming overhead72. However, the land parcels are not 
adequately suited to the same block morphology as downtown 
Toronto. As the land parcels are divided to create a functioning 
community, there needs to be special attention incorporated 
into the design of the area, one that does not prioritize the 
development of mid-town over the community that surrounds it.

70 David Wencer, “Historicist: The ‘Manifest Destiny’ of North Toronto,” Transportation difficulties prompted North Toronto to reluctantly seek annexation 
(Torontoist, December 8, 2012), https://torontoist.com/2012/12/historicist-the-manifest-destiny-of-north-toronto/.
71 “Yonge and Eglinton,” Toronto Neighbourhood Walks Project, January 16, 2012, https://neighbourhoodwalks.wordpress.com/2012/01/16/yonge-and-eglin-
ton/.
72 Ibid Figure 41- The three main Toronto nodes, Uptown, Midtown and Downtown

Figure 40- The upcoming density changes of mid-town toronto will soon be overpowering the surrounding community

UPTOWN
Yonge and Sheppard

MIDTOWN
Yonge and Eglinton

DOWNTOWN
Bloor and Yonge

Figure 39-Conceptual diagram of the Yonge Corridor climbing up Yonge Street
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      Midtown Development

 Midtown was originally developed as a residential area of one to three-
storey single-family dwellings with some high-rises along the Yonge corridor. 
Now, with the expansion of condominium buildings, it is quite challenging to 
carve out larger plots of land for high-rise development. The result is the current 
juxtaposition of high-rise development along the Yonge corridor, abutting 
single-family dwellings. These high-rises are an imposing wall, diminishing 
light and causing wind tunnels in what has been a primarily low-rise residential 
neighbourhood until the 1980s73. With the value of land increasing, greater 
pressure has been placed on this neighbourhood by developers to increase 
density. This has resulted in a surge of condominium development. The site for 
this thesis proposal has Yonge Street as the major artery connecting Davisville, 
St Clair and Eglinton. Development has increased in the last ten years and 
will continue along this main stretch to include the tallest condominiums and 
office buildings in Toronto. Midtown is one of four central business districts 
outside Downtown74.Recent studies indicate that it is the highest expanding 
and densifying area in Toronto. In fact, by 2051 the population is expected to 
double from its current status in 2020.75 With such a rapidly expanding area, 
now is the time to plan for the future and tackle problems before they arise.

The Yonge-Eglinton area is home to the largest and most ambitious 
development plan in the city. Since 2015, the City of Toronto has held ten 
separate meetings known as Midtown in Focus. These public meetings were 
held in order to discuss proposed changes to the Yonge-Eglinton Secondary 
Plan (Official Plan Amendment 289) and to involve the community in planning 
priorities for the area. Since the start of the planning, local community 
members have voiced dissenting opinions on the development taking 
place76. Common reactions during the meetings involve the lack of will on 
behalf of the developers to consider the impacts of the construction on the 
surrounding neighbourhoods. Issues raised includes the building heights (a 
drastic increase for the area) and the design plans which lack details (such 
as providing for a gradual increase to urban density). These issues and many 
more have been largely ignored. This area was once a residential suburb 
and as such, the expansion into this new midtown should be gradual, with 
buildings gently increasing in height before arriving at a 30-40 storey high-rise. 

This thesis project will explore the area surrounding Eglinton Jr P.S. and 
suggest potential solutions to ongoing issues. As the neighbourhood expansion 
plans of midtown are still being developed, this thesis will critically examine how 
a vertical school can be implemented by incorporating a holistic approach to a 
community losing its identity. 

73 David Wencer, “Historicist: The ‘Manifest Destiny’ of North Toronto,” Transportation difficulties prompted North Toronto to reluctantly seek annexation 
(Torontoist, December 8, 2012), https://torontoist.com/2012/12/historicist-the-manifest-destiny-of-north-toronto/.
74 “Timeline of Toronto History,” Development of Toronto, October 11, 2017, http://www.developmentoftoronto.com/timeline-of-torontos-history/.
75 Chief Planner and Executive Director, City Planning, City of Toronto, Midtown in Focus: Final Report, May 24, 2018, p.54, 
 https://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2018/pg/bgrd/backgroundfile-116456.pdf
76 Ibid

Figure 42-Yonge and Eglinton community in the 1950’s, showing the local business’s and the community density.

Figure 43-An aerial view of Yonge and Eglinton in the 1970’s showing the rapid change of density of the area.

MIDTOWN- Yonge and Eglinton
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Figure 45-This neighborhood located between Yonge and Eglinton and Yonge and St. Clair 
  will no longer be the same with the predicted density changes of the area.

Site Selection

Yonge and Eglinton is one of the fastest growing 
regions in Toronto. The area has been experiencing a 
lot of new development, and recent studies show it is 
the highest expanding and densifying region in Toronto. 
This site image of the Yonge-Eglinton area, shows 
three nodes of development: St. Clair, Davisville, and 
Yonge and Eglinton. These three nodes are part of a 
major development strip in Toronto known as the Yonge 
Corridor, where the majority of the tallest condominiums 
and office buildings are located. In Toronto, Yonge St. 
is served by the subway line which runs north from 
Union Station at Front Street to Finch Avenue. St. 
Clair, Davisville, and Yonge and Eglinton have their 
own subway stations which enables the nodes to be 
connected and is a contributing factor to expansion.

Wedged in-between Yonge and Eglinton and 
Davisville is a neighborhood that will be affected by the 
increased growth in population and infrastructure in just 
a few years. Future plans show the rapid development of 
the area will move further south, connecting the two mid-
town nodes, demolishing a suburban neighbourhood in 
the process. Plans for the area are continuously changing 
but the most drastic change occurred in September 2020, 
when the building height restrictions were lifted. This 
allows for developers to add even taller buildings to the 
area. This will have a number of effects on the surrounding 
community, including increased student population 
to add to the dilemma of overcrowded classrooms,  

Figure 44-Three main Toronto Nodes along the Yonge Corridor, increasing density in the area

Midtown
Yonge and Eglinton

Affected 
Community

Yonge Corridor
Yonge and St. Clair

Affected 
Community
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Eglinton Jr P.S., located at the corner of Eglinton and 
Mount Pleasant as seen on the bottom right corner highlighted 
in this image in Figure 46. It has been the community’s local 
school since the 1800s. Most recently, a new school was built 
on the site in 1999 by Teeple Architects. However, with the 
projected development of the area, this traditional horizontal 
school will no longer be suitable for the community. Increased 
densification now creates an opportunity to build vertically 
as the current school typology does not fit the morphology 
of the area. Local boundary lines which determine the 
street locations for students attending the school have been 
shrinking. It excludes students from the immediate area 
and over time the boundaries may continue to be reduced. 
Development may be increasing, however, the school’s 
capacity is not able to change beyond its current capacity. 

77  Eric, Stober. Councillor Predicts Midtown Development Free-for-All as Condo Plan Balloons from 39 to 65 Storeys. TRNTO, July 17, 2020. https://trnto.com/
massive-toronto-midtown-development/#:~:text=Law-,Councillor%20predicts%20midtown%20development%20free%2Dfor%2Dall%20as%20condo%20plan,from%20
39%20to%2065%20storeys&text=A%20previously%20proposed%20tower%20at,to%20the%20city%20for%20approval.

In September 2020 when the Provincial Government 
ruled that the building height restrictions in midtown Toronto 
were lifted77, it has implications for developers to add even 
taller buildings in this area. This will have a number of 
effects on the surrounding community. Eglinton Jr public 
school is located 2 blocks east of the Yonge and Eglinton 
intersection. Many of the houses you see on the exterior 
of the image may no longer exist a decade from now.

Figure 46-As the density of the area keeps increasing year by year, so does the schools catchment area.

Figure 47-A plan of the Yonge and Eglinton area with building height proposals illustrating density changes.
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Figure 48 compares the existing building heights of 
downtown Toronto with the projected building heights of 
mid-town Toronto where one is able to notice very similar 
building height and density. These buildings are imposing 
on the surrounding context of two-story houses. With 
such a rapidly expanding area, some heights reaching 
close to 60 stories, now is the time to plan for the future. 

In Figure 49, the buildings highlighted in 
yellow are recently built projects, the purple buildings 
are currently being built, and the red are projected 
development in the next 20 years. The existing Eglinton 
P.S. will soon be surrounded by varying building 
heights ranging from 14 to 40 storeys. As the area will 
be under immense and rapid development, my design 
diverges from the constraints of traditional school 
designs towards envisioning a new school typology. 

Figures 49 and 50 illustrates the projected 
heights of buildings over the next 30 years, 
some heights reaching close to 60 stories, 
replicating similar heights to downtown Toronto. 

Yonge and Eglinton intersection

Mount Pleasant and Eglinton Ave

SITE
Residential community

Figure 49-The projected buildings slated to be built up to 2050

Figure 50- Showing the three main community nodes that will be affected with contrasts to each siteFigure 48- A visual building height comparison between Downtown and Midtown Toronto
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          Yonge Eglinton Schools 

This diagram in Figure 53 illustrates the five 
elementary public schools in the Yonge-Eglinton area. 
The chart above each school shows their site footprint, 
the capacity of the school, and the actual student 
enrolment at the school. Eglinton Jr. Public School sits 
on a 1.6-acre site which is one of the smallest school 
sites in all of Toronto. The surrounding area of the other 
four schools, shown at the bottom, are all in residential 
areas. They have large fields and green spaces. 

Placing a vertical school on this small lot is 
justifiable given the constraints for green space. The 
classic design of a school surrounded by open space 
and playgrounds is not possible here. Instead, I will 
explore the idea that a new school on this same site 
might occupy a smaller footprint, while being included in 
the same building as residential and commercial spaces.

Figure 51-Site and surrounding context including building heights slated to be built Figure 53-Elementary public schools in the Yonge-Eglinton area

Figure 52-Midtown surrounding context illustrating the different urban fabric layers of the area
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  Eglinton Junior Public School

 It is no surprise to anyone who has any affiliation with the school 
board or even the Yonge and Eglinton area, that Eglinton Junior 
Public School is one of the most at risk Elementary schools in 
the area for severe overcrowding and complications due to the 
areas development plans. It is for these reasons that a vertical 
school will take less space by building footprint, and provide 
more flexible spaces tailored towards a school in a changing 
urban environment. There have been ongoing conversations 
regarding the school’s situation for over half a decade now, 
and it remains unchanged. In 2018, an article was published by 
TRNTO, a local blog for the city of Toronto that caught people’s 
attention. The front cover image shows former Ontario Premier 
Kathleen Wynne, alongside two parents raising awareness of 
the dire situation Eglinton Junior Public School faces if nothing is 
done to rectify the situation. (Refer to Appendix B for full article)

  

 The current layout of Eglinton P.S., although it received honourable design 
mention in 2000, does not fit the current context with increasing vertical high 
rise development of the area. The L-shaped building form creates an interior 
playground which is protected from the 2 major roads the school borders, 
Eglinton Ave. and Mount Pleasant Road. With 1.6 acres in total square 
footage, no turf field or large play space is possible. Instead, the school 
yard consists of a playscape surrounded by mulch and concrete, with a hard 
surface play space that encompasses the majority space in the school yard. 

Playground

School

Existing Layout Design Proposal Site circulation

Figure 54- Satellite view of Eglinton Junior Public School and its current design on site

Figure 55-Satellite view of Eglinton Junior Public School 

Figure 56-Urban design strategies learned from existing school layout
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 Eglinton Junior Public School is one of the five Toronto District 
School Board elementary schools in the Yonge-Eglinton area. 
This school is situated at a major Toronto intersection, and was 
designed in a manner to provide a strong urban edge, creating a 
protected playground sheltered from the urban environment78. The 
school’s design by Teeple Architects, won an honorable mention 
for the 2000 City of Toronto Architecture and Urban Design Award. 

 
 The interior of the school was designed to facilitate a productive 
learning environment, and if it was not for the current density of the 
neighbourhoods, it would have nicely promoted global competencies, 
through a modern pedagogical approach. Although the interior of the 
school is modern and many of the design elements contradict traditional 
school design, its overcrowded classrooms have meant that the 
gym stage and hallways are being used as classroom space. Space 
constraints will continue to deteriorate with future density projections. 
Although the existing Eglinton Junior Public School building has flexible 
interior spaces, it does not allow for a flexible urban environment, in both 
interactions with its immediate community as well as creating outdoor 
play spaces for the students attending the elementary school. Many 
options have been explored throughout the years, but as time passes, 
so does the chance to save Eglinton Junior Public School. The most 
viable option in 2018, was to purchase the existing plaza to the south of 
the school site, creating an opportunity to create exterior green space. 
Unfortunately this plan has not been actualized and three years later the 
problems circling Eglinton Junior Public School are only deteriorating.

 “Surrounded on all four sides by empty space, it was set well back 
from the street and the rest of the neighbourhood. It couldn’t have 
been more unlike its replacement. Indeed, the two are opposites. 
The new school its on land that used to be playground and the new 
playground is where the school once stood... The new playground, 
hidden from the street, faces west to Brownlow Ave., a one-block road 
running south from Eglin ton to Soudan Rd. Thus, the schoolyard  is 
protected from traffic, big enough for playing and open to the sun.79”

78  “TDSB Eglinton Spectrum Public School,” Teeple Architects, May 8, 2019, http://www.teeplearch.com/portfolio/eglinton-spectrum-public-school/.

79 Ibid 

Figure 57-Interior views of Eglinton Junior Public School, showcasing it’s modern approach to educational design
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“The more successfully a city mingles everyday diversity of uses and users in its everyday streets, the 
more successfully, casually (and economically) its people thereby enliven and support well-located 
parks that can thus give back grace and delight to their neighborhoods instead of vacuity. ”80

― Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities

80  Jane, Jacobs. 1993. The Death and Life of Great American Cities. New York, NY: Vintage Books.

Figure 58-Axonemetric diagram of the finished design on site

Eglinton Avenue

Mount Pleasant Avenue
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     Urban design- Block Morphology

Urban design is able to shape a community’s physical form in a way 
that considers a variety of objectives and interests through a public decision-
making process. Combining the practices of architecture, planning, and 
landscape architecture, urban design addresses the functional qualities 
of the physical urban environment at a range of scales, addressing the 
individual streetscape, park, or block to the larger community, city, or 
region81. It is for this reason that the Yonge and Eglinton Area is required 
to factor numerous urban planning strategies into the future of the 
midtown. Midtown in Focus is a study to ensure the growth of the Yonge 
Eglinton Area positively contributes to the vitality and livability of one of 
Toronto’s densifying neighborhoods. The study was created in the early 
2000s, aiming to address the challenges of the future growth of the area, 
and has created immense positive change in the Yonge Eglinton area. 

The Midtown in Focus study has addressed numerous issues, 
ranging from community plans, architecture aesthetics, and urban 
planning. One of the challenges discussed is the theme of partnership 
development in the area. Partnerships in architecture is the collaboration 
between multiple careers, where developers and community advocates 
can work together to create a unique and tailor-made environment specific 
to the requirements of the surrounding community. As partnerships vary 
from partial partnerships to full partnerships, there is no law mandating 
any form of partnership to occur within a given area. In some areas of 
Toronto, developers who focus primarily on their own projects are doing so 
at the expense of understanding the wants and needs of the surrounding 
community. The Midtown in Focus study addresses this premise of 
partnerships in the hopes that if the message is brought to the attention 
of the community, change will happen. It is encouraging to witness 
community advocates working alongside developers and local government 
to create a collaborative, fully engaged, site-specific neighborhood.  

Figure 59 is a draft test created by the architecture firm Perkins 
and Will, demonstrating the effects of full partnership versus a limited 
partnership, applied to a specific site within the Yonge-Eglinton area. 
It creates two very distinct situations for the future of the city block of 
Broadway and Erskine Avenue. The results through full partnership 
create the best case scenario of the project, where all members of the 
design process come together and collaborate on the urban design of 
the area. Full partnerships embrace the use of shared common spaces 
such as parks and pathways. As a result, not only did applying a full 
partnership scenario to this midtown city block create a more flexible 
and enjoyable urban block, but it also created unlimited potential from 
an urban planning perspective. By deciding to design in collaboration 
with the community, a 3,437sqm green space was established in the 
center of the block, creating open green space for the community. 

81 John Owen, “The Importance of Urban Design for Your Community,” What Is Urban Design? (MRSC , March 16, 2020), 
http://mrsc.org/Home/Stay-Informed/MRSC-Insight/March-2020/The-Importance-of-Urban-Design-for-Your-Community.aspx.

Figure 59-Urban planning draft strategies by Perkins & Will 

Figure 60-Introduction of urban planning strategy P.O.P.S
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        Mid Town In Focus Public Spaces

This creation of green space is certainly desirable for most people living in 
big cities and  through the implementation of full partnership, green spaces and 
outdoor urban plazas are becoming more of a reality in dense cities. The term used 
in the Midtown in Focus study to refer to these public spaces is POPS, also known 
as Privately Owned Publicly accessible open spaces. These outdoor spaces while 
privately owned are open to the public and can extend the boundaries of individual 
buildings and create a sense of community that may have been missing from the 
neighbourhood. POPs are commonly found in downtown spaces, where buildings 
line the streets and the scarce patches of grass are anxiously sought out by those 
searching for shelter from the overwhelming heat of summer, or relief for their dogs. 
As our cities grow and more people move into already crowded spaces, we need 
to transform our urban areas into healthy places to live. This is possible through full 
partnerships and the introduction of POPs into our future midtown development. 
As a result of the Midtown in Focus study, working in depth with full partnership 
development of the area, many exciting urban strategies have been implemented 
to create a vibrant urban strip adding to the Yonge-Eglinton area. The public realm 
in Midtown supports a vibrant mixed-use community. In an attempt to maintain and 
enhance the open, green, landscaped character of the area, Bill 1304 created by 
the City of Toronto aims to improve and expand the network of parks and open 
spaces, and to create a high-quality public realm and streetscape to ensure the 
continued vitality and quality of life in the area82. As the creation and implementation 
of green spaces is a major focus that the government of Ontario as well as the City 
of Toronto have taken interest in creating, many guidelines are in place to create 
a more pedestrian friendly midtown neighbourhood. Listed in the Yonge-Eglinton 
Secondary Plan under section 3.2- Public Realm Moves, the implementation 
of the Eglinton green line is one of the major urban strategies in development. 

Figure 61  and Figure 62  are two images which depict the desired urban 
experience upon completion of the Eglinton Green Line, a linear public green space 
spanning Eglinton from Yonge to Mount Pleasant, comprised of a series of connected 
privately-owned publicly-accessible spaces (POPS). The conceptual diagram of the 
Eglinton Green line above, created by Madison Group, shows the City’s response to 
the lack of green space in midtown Toronto. The City plans to implement the Green 
Line urban planning strategy incrementally. As each plot of land is developed, new 
buildings are required to adhere to a 12-metre setback from the lot line to create 
an open and flexible open space along the major streets of midtown Toronto83.
The main goal is to create a pedestrian friendly connection with the larger urban 
environment in an ever-expanding neighbourhood. The implementation of the 
Green line will allow connections to pedestrians with the new Yonge Street squares. 
Its design will incorporate lighting, paving, and street furniture to reinforce the inter-
connected character of Yonge Street and its series of public squares. The City 
is considering an approach to these urban strategies that does not establish any 
preplanned design guidelines. Described as “a series of outdoor rooms that carry 
strong narratives”, the sequence of POPS in the connection with the green line will 
ideally contain a mix of seating, public art, gathering spaces, and other public uses, 
while each features different pavings, materials, and overall design identities84.

82 “City of Toronto-Bill 1304- By-Law 2018,” Planning and Growth Management Committee, July 23, 2018, pp. 2-45, 
https://doi.org/https://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/bills/2018/bill1304.pdf.
83 Julia Mirabelli, “Eglinton ‘Green Line’ Proposal Steals Spotlight at DRP: UrbanToronto,” Urban Toronto, October 3, 2018, 
https://urbantoronto.ca/news/2018/10/eglinton-green-line-proposal-steals-spotlight-drp.
84 Ibid

Figure 61-Eglinton Greenline pathway urban planning strategy

Figure 62-Results of a successful implementation of Eglinton Greenline pathway urban planning strategy

Eglinton Avenue Site
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           Design Response: Building flexible spaces for the future

    Results of Mid Town in Focus Public Space

 

 The City of Toronto Planning Division is helping to 
build midtown Toronto’s future by managing the growth 
and physical form of the city. By combining various 
urban planning strategies such as Privately-Owned 
Publicly Accessible Open spaces, full partnership 
development collaboration, urban green spaces, and 
unused or underdeveloped spaces, this contributes 
to a more cohesive urban fabric. Figure 63 is a perfect 
example of this urban design strategy taking over the 
future of midtown Toronto. A five-tower development 
at the southwest corner of Eglinton and Duplex street 
had been approved for construction in 2019. The 
developers behind the project, Oxford Properties, 
prioritized a large-scale transformation of pedestrian-
level space, creating an open public plaza at Yonge and 
Eglinton with green space and a covered outdoor area85.

 

 On Yonge St, the building located at Yonge and 
Duplex, shown in the centre of this image, has public 
spaces that are connected with the Eglinton green line 
urban plan. Designed as an elevated space on the 
rooftop, it connects to the Central Community and Yonge-
Eglinton while maintaining the pedestrian scale at ground 
level open and free. The proposal includes a total of 
2,701 residential units (216,162 square metres), 58,763 
square metres of office space, 1,941 square metres of 
retail space along Eglinton Avenue West and Yonge 
Street, approximately 1,000 square metres of community 
space86. The design and urban planning strategy for 15 
Eglinton Avenue West is setting the standard for buildings 
of the future, where prioritizing urban public space takes 
precedence over developing for the most efficient financial 
gain. This is one of the many design strategies exploring 
unconventional green public spaces in dense cities.

        

85  Laura Hanrahan, “Massive Five-Tower Yonge and Eglinton Development Will Reach 70 Storeys,” Urbanized (Daily Hive, February 19, 2021), https://
dailyhive.com/toronto/yonge-and-eglinton-five-tower-development.
86  Ibid

Figure 63-Canada Square urban planning strategy, incorporating P.O.P.S into the Yonge-Eglinton area

Figure 64-Demonstrating the impact of P.O.P.S and the contrast of green space to the surrounding area
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Design Concept
The traditional education system slowly is undergoing 

a shift to support the changing demands of the 21st century 
learning models. Urban density and other pressures may be the 
provocation that forces the education system to implement new 
approaches to school design. The layout and design of spaces 
inside the majority of existing schools today is outdated and do 
not meet the requirements of learning environments conducive to 
modern pedagogical approaches, creating a need for rethinking 
how schools are built. Designers must incorporate the spirit 
and new methodology of evolving pedagogy and create a built 
environment that has a symbiotic relationship with the curriculum, 
students and teachers. The challenge this thesis intends to tackle 
is a less traditional approach to education in an ever changing 
mid-town environment. As a starting concept, I began to examine 
the pre-existing challenges of a vertical community in the Yonge-
Eglinton area. After the initial analysis of the surrounding context, 
I started the design process on designing a vertical community.  

 

Figure 66-Design Concept: creating a vertical community influenced by the existing horizontal communityFigure 65-Design Concept: looking at the existing horizontal community typology
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 This project provides both an urban and architectural 
response to design in dense city environments, this is the 
responsible approach to city design, in which designing for the 
users overpowers designing for the developers. Urban design fails 
when the architecture is forgotten and vice versa. Researching 
both the current urban design strategies and the current 
architectural design typologies of the Yonge-Eglinton area, my 
goal is to fuse the typologies together for the future development 
of the area. With all the development of the Yonge-Eglinton 
area, an ongoing trend is building vertically. Unfortunately, in 
many cases this benefits the developer and not the community. 
We have already addressed how this can impact residential 
neighbourhoods, but this section will focus on development 
impact on restaurants and other commercial enterprises in 
the area, considered to be the heart of this thriving community. 

The photos on the right of this diagram in Figure 68 are 
some of the many examples of small scale commercial and 
community stores that have been considered by developers 
of the area. In many cases, there are condominiums built 
just behind the small-scale buildings. They will likely be 
demolished and turned to high-rise buildings resulting in the 
loss of businesses. The unfortunate reality of commercial 
spaces located in new residential development is that the 
building caters to businesses that will make the developer 
the most money. This platform caters to major chain stores, 
big box stores and franchises taking away opportunities 
for local smaller businesses to thrive. In the design of my 
future school, the first two floors located in the podium of 
the new build will hold spaces for community businesses 
that are feeling pressured to move out of existing spaces.

Figure 67- Understanding the complexities of a dense neighbourhood and how other cities have adapted over time

Figure 68-Adressing one of the major ongoing problems of the area, developers overpowering small businesses
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Design Response: Building flexible spaces for the future

Traditionally, schools were embedded in their surrounding 
neighbourhoods and community, however as the area will be under 
immense urban intensification pressures this will no longer be possible 
in the Yonge-Eglinton area. With this new development model, the 
community will be embedded into the school. As part of my site 
analysis, the history and the future of the Yonge-Eglinton community 
will be taken into careful consideration in order to design a site-specific 
community hub. It is important to research the past, experience 
the present, and plan for the future of the Yonge-Eglinton area.

Cities worldwide are looking to create urban planning and 
sustainable practices, to create a better pedestrian friendly city. 
A variety of urban planning strategies have been put in place 
by the Midtown in Focus plan to create a midtown the existing 
community can enjoy. This new typology of a vertical school 
can be an extension of the surrounding area, where the building 
can provide an extension of the green line pathway and provide 
publicly outdoor spaces, as previously discussed on page 67. 

  With the increase of urban density and the decrease 
in the availability of land, the verticalization phenomenon has 
intensified in cities all over the world87. Similar to the vertical 
growth of buildings, many initiatives have created a new approach 
to the vertical dimension as a possibility to foster the use of 
vegetation in urban areas. Vertical gardens, farms and forests, 
rooftop gardens, and elevated structures for urban agriculture 
are some of the many possibilities of verticalization, each with 
its unique characteristics and specific impacts on the city and its 
inhabitants88. Sustainable communities are places that people like 
living in, and want to stay in, neighbourhoods with real character 
and sense of place. These successful places should have well-
designed green spaces that people will want to use and respect89.

By planning networks of green spaces, and thinking 
about their design and care, we will not repeat the mistakes of 
the past. The time to start creating new and regenerated parks, 
squares and gardens is at the very beginning of the process of 
change, when good examples can stand as evidence of the best 
that can be achieved90. That is likely to be an essential step in 
building community cohesion and improving an areas image.

87 Susanna Moreira, “Green Space: The Latest Architecture and News Vertical Greenery,” Impacts on the Urban Landscape (ArchDaily, March 1, 2021), https://
www.archdaily.com/tag/green-space.
88 Ibid
89 Rob Cowan and Daniel Hill, “Start with the Park Creating Sustainable Urban Green Spaces in Areas of Housing Growth and Renewal,” designcouncil.org.uk 
(Cabe Space, May 2003), https://www.designcouncil.org.uk/sites/default/files/asset/document/start-with-the-park_1.pdf.
90 Ibid

Figure 69-Design Concept: This project will look to the past, present and future in order to understand the 
  history and adaptability of the community of Yonge and Eglinton

Cities100, a new international publication 
created by Copenhagen-based sustainability 
thinktank Sustania, listed 100 green initiations 
implemented by municipalities from major cities 
across the world in an attempt to combat climate 
change.Among their featured projects are three 
Toronto initiatives: the Toronto Green Standard, 
the Toronto Atmospheric Fund, and the Don Mouth 
Naturalization and Port Lands Neighbourhoods. 

Figure 70- Concept sketch: designing a vertical community using the existing morphology of the area 
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Chapter 6 – Site Design

“A community is the mental and spiritual condition of knowing that the place is shared and 
that the people who share the place define and limit the possibilities of each other’s lives. It 
is the knowledge that people have of each other, their concern for each other, their trust in 

each other, the freedom with which they come and go among themselves.”91

 ― Wendell Berry

91  Wendell Berry, Long-Legged House (Berkeley, USA: Counterpoint Press, 2012).

Figure 71-Exterior render of future public urban design strategies implemented in Mid-town Toronto 

MY RENDER OR GREEN SPACE PRECIDENT?
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Communities feature a diverse mix of people, functions and activity that 
generally revolve around family, social ties, and real-world connections. In fostering 
these aspects of communities, architecture and urban design play a key role in 
understanding the needs of neighbourhoods. According to Gabrielle Bullock, 
director of Global Diversity with Perkins + Will Architects, “If we cannot connect, 
understand, and be a part of the community we are serving, how can we design for 
that community?”92 When designed correctly, architecture and urban design can help 
build a sense of community of a specific neighbourhood, bringing all the residents 
closer together and nurturing stronger ties93. The connections between communities 
and architectural urban design is two-fold, to create a sense of community while also 
being applicable to the surrounding context. Small towns were often built up around 
schools, parks and town halls. To ensure cities are not emptied once the workday is 
over, designing multi-use schools will allow for a vibrant community life to exist beyond 
the school day, facilitating interactions and cultivating opportunities for connection 
to others. Therefore, understanding communities and their cultures in greater depth 
informs the design required to repair or restore a broken or divided community. 

92  Taz Khatri and Rina Diane Caballar, “Why Diversity in Architecture Matters for Communities and the Bottom Line,” Redshift EN, October 24, 2017, https://
redshift.autodesk.com/diversity-in-architecture/.
93  Utssav Gupta, “The Link Between Community and Architecture- Designing Building for the Communities Based on Their...,” July 4, 2020, https://medium.
com/@guptautssav/the-link-between-community-and-architecture-designing-building-for-the-communities-based-on-their-964291d6980a.

Cities need to provide places of transition for people where the boundaries 
dissolve allowing seamless travel from private spaces to the public. This is especially 
important in a dense city, where wall to wall private residences and offices may seem 
alienating and overwhelming. Inviting and open public spaces promote interaction and 
create a more vibrant dynamic in areas where they exist. Cities with active public spaces 
such as parks, playgrounds, or designated pedestrian pathways, treat public spaces 
as prized possessions for the residents. They provide much-needed breakout spaces 
between the homes, workplaces, or commercial zones94. These are pleasant, slow 
moving places where people can reconnect with nature and discover-some semblance 
of well-being and peace in the hustle and bustle of the city. Mid-town Toronto is 
growing at an extraordinary pace. With that comes opportunities of great interventions, 
new projects, rethinking urban transportation, creating vast new park systems, and 
experimenting with urban design strategies that might improve the quality of urban 
life95, which is why designing for the community plays such a large role in this project.

94  Chaitali Patil, “Importance of Public Spaces in Any Urban Fabric,” RTF | Rethinking The Future, November 19, 2020, https://www.re-thinkingthefuture.com/
fresh-perspectives/a1546-importance-of-public-spaces-in-any-urban-fabric/.
95 Moshe Safdie, “Viewpoint: What Makes an Ideal City?,” No idea is more elusive and tantalising than what makes the ideal city. (BBC, June 21, 2011), https://

Figure 72-Current block morphology of Yonge and Eglinton Figure 73-Desinging for the community

Urban Plan
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Thriving cities ideally have a vision and follow it through using a framework to 
develop an orderly design strategy. The response to increased population density is to 
anticipate impacts and plan ahead for the future. Building designs should be based on the 
site-specific details the area of focus has to offer. This urban plan of the immediate site 
at a 1:1000 scale created a site analysis based upon the general program and function 
of the surrounding buildings where a general trend and similarity in certain areas was 
observed. To the north of Eglinton Avenue, most of the buildings are 30+ story condos, 
with the podium designated as restaurant and eating establishments. The east of the 
site primarily consists of shopping plazas and smaller retail spaces, (i.e. a pharmacy 
and boutique food establishments). The south and the east of the site largely consists of 
single-family dwellings or low-rise apartment complexes. Each category, distinguished 
through a specific colour, allows for ease to explore the site and to design accordingly.

www.bbc.com/news/business-13807964.

Design Concept Design Concept

Using the three main components of residential, retail and commercial spaces 
from the surrounding area, I began to mass the three blocks of my site that could connect 
with the urban fabric at ground level. Keeping these three categories at the forefront 
of the site analysis was deemed necessary in order to create a community accessible 
building that is connected into the urban fabric of the site. Figure 74  creates voids in 
these blocks to create pedestrian pathways into the building and an extension of the 
green walkway of the area. Green spaces positively affect the behaviour of  the cities 
inhabitants by creating pockets of small open space. Urban parks build and develop 
relations between neighbours, strengthening community bonds and sense of identity.

Figure 74- Design Strategy: adapting to the surrounding environment and working with the developpers 
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      Site Design

The blue massing caters to family-oriented programs such as childcare and 
child development programs. The red is designated for pedestrian interactive programs 
such as cafes and restaurants, and the yellow massing is tailored towards shopping and 
family and community services. Careful consideration was given to correlating services 
created with the massing to coincide with the purpose and function of the buildings in 
the surrounding main streets. Brownlow Ave is a small residential one-way street that 
is mostly populated by single-family dwellings to the south of the site. Eglinton Ave. is 
one of the busiest streets in midtown Toronto and new builds must now comply with 
numerous development design strategies. Mount Pleasant, although less busy than 
Eglinton, has established services such as gyms, places of worship, corner stores, small 
businesses and restaurants which are conveniently located for users of the community. 

Design Concept

The role of architecture together with urban design in shaping communities 
is very important to acknowledge. People experience architecture through their own 
personal use of the space. Public buildings are successful if they allow the user to 
explore them visually and physically. A successful building project does not exist 
independently to those surrounding it. Rather, it is required to integrate a broader view 
which encompasses the needs and makeup of the surrounding community in which it is 
situated96. An architectural imperative is to improve the community through thoughtful 
and innovative urban design.  For this reason, my site has been designed as a multi-
use public building incorporating programs that have been influenced by its immediate 
context.

96  haitali Patil, “Importance of Public Spaces in Any Urban Fabric,” RTF | Rethinking The Future, November 19, 2020, https://www.re-thinkingthefuture.com/
fresh-perspectives/a1546-importance-of-public-spaces-in-any-urban-fabric/.

Design Concept

Figure 75-Urban design shaping communities
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“Sculpted by the angles of the sun, Solar 
Carve located at the edge of Manhattan between the 
High Line park and the Hudson River, explores how 
shaping architecture in response to solar access and 
other site-specific criteria can expand its potential to 
have a positive impact on its environment. The building 
takes its unique form from the geometric relationships 
between the allowable envelope and the sun’s path. 
Developed through the Studio’s ongoing tall building 
research, solar carving involves using incident angles 
of the sun’s rays to sculpt a building’s form.”98 

Based on the shadow studies, impact 
from neighboring buildings, trees and more can 
help determine the massing and orientation of the 
proposed design. This can be done to either take 
advantage of the sun and views, or limit it based on 
the project location and site. Providing consistent 
access to sunlight is essential to maintaining 
access to sun and healthy trees in urban green 
spaces99. With increasing urbanization, a tall 
building placed between an existing treed area 
and the sun has the potential to have a deleterious 
effect on the street level and existing trees, both 
on their long-term health and the concomitant 
value they have in mitigating an otherwise harsh 
urban environment. The shadow analysis can 
allow designers to understand the times of day/
year when the proposed design self-shades itself.

98 “40 Tenth Avenue- Solar Carve,” Studio Gang, 2019, https://studiogang.com/project/40-tenth-ave.
99 “5 Ways Shadow Studies Can Impact Your Design,” Cove.tool, March 10, 2020, https://www.cove.tools/5-ways-shadow-studies-can-impact-your-design.

SUN STUDY

Figure 76-Current block morphology of Yonge and Eglinton

Figure 77-One of the many real world examples of designing 
  in accordance to sunlight

                     Site Design

           Sun Study
By analyzing the impact of the sun on a site, as well 

as the building’s location, the spatial arrangement, orientation, 
window placement, daylight access and other design features, 
the designer can take full advantage of passive solar design 
features and increase the energy efficiency, comfort and 
financial value of the building97. Sun path diagrams provide a 
broader overview of sun on a site as they map the path of the 
sun across the sky at different times during the day throughout 
the year. They can help establish the position of the sun relative 
to a site and can be used to determine the effect of shadows 
cast by buildings, trees and landforms on and around the site. 
Shade is often required in the summer, but in most parts of the 
country, winter sun is desirable. Obstructions on a site may 
block sunlight access at times when it is required. It is for this 
reason that a shadow study was done in order to best analyze 
the shadows and sunlight on site throughout the day. Shadow 
Studies illustrate the impact of development in terms of sun and 
daylight access to the surrounding context including surrounding 
buildings, the public realm, public and private open space.

97 “Analysing Sun Impact on a Building Site,” Level. The Authority on Sustainable Building., March 11, 2021, 
http://www.level.org.nz/site-analysis/sun/#:~:text=By%20analysing%20the%20impact%20of,comfort%20and%20finan-
cial%20value%20of.

SITE

Eglinton Ave

Mount Pleasant Rd.
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Figure 78- A sun study of the site using a contrast with shadows 
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                 Site Design

        Floor Plans

 Interior courtyards have been created and 
function as natural ventilation and open areas. 
A courtyard filled with plants and a garden 
area helps keep the building cool and is also 
a visual division between interior and exterior 
spaces. A courtyard can also be a connector 
of spaces within architecture, providing 
accessibility to different parts of a space with 
ease. In this project, the courtyard on ground 
level allows access to sunlight inside the 
building, provides security and privacy and 
creates an interesting public space that would 
not be possible without the courtyard design.

 

 Circulation space may be viewed as 
impracticable from the perspective of 
developers, adding needless space and 
increasing costs to a project. As a result, 
the word efficiency often goes hand in 
hand with circulation. Commercial office 
buildings will typically seek to minimize 
the amount of circulation space in order 
to create more leasable and profit 
generating spaces. Vertical circulation is 
often designed with a concrete core at 
the centre of the building along with stairs 
and elevators leading to individual offices.

 Expanding off of the information gathered 
during site analysis and design massing, the 
colour coordinated programs continued into 
the development of the floor plans. Figure 
79  shows the continuation of the colours 
and how they transition to a thoroughly 
detailed floor plan. Yellow represents the 
retail and commercial programs of the 
site, the blue addresses the family and 
community aspect of the site, and the red 
provides restaurant and commercial spaces. 
The green space was developed in the void 
form of the three programs listed above.
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                                Site Design

100 Hedblom, Marcus & Gunnarsson, Bengt & Iravani, Behzad & Knez, Igor & Schaefer, Martin & Thorsson, Pontus & Lundström, Johan. (2019). Reduction of 
physiological stress by urban green space in a multisensory virtual experiment. Scientific Reports. 9. 10.1038/s41598-019-46099-7. 

My project focuses on three main nodes, community, 
school, and a mixed-use tower. Floors 1-3 have programs that 
cater to the community and the vertical school on the floors 
above also have access to the amenities. Floors 4-7 house 
the vertical school with classrooms, break out spaces and 
main amenities such as a gym and a library are located. And 
lastly, floors 8-22 is a mixed-use commercial and residential 
tower where offices and residential condos are located. The 
staggered floor design is derived from initial sun studies which 
created the need for courtyard spaces in order to take full 
advantage of sunlight inside and outside the building. There 
are three rooftop spaces that are accessible to the school 
located at floors three, four and seven. The outdoor green 
spaces can be accessed by different programs tailored towards 
different demographics throughout the day. Students who 
attend the school have access during the day and residents 
and community members have access after school hours. 

Urban green spaces such as parks and gardens give 
people the space for physical activity, relaxation, and an escape 
from the dense spaces midtown creates. Multiple studies such 
as Reduction of Physiological Stress by Urban Green Space 
in a Multisensory Virtual Experiment, have demonstrated that 
urban green spaces reduce stress and boost mental and 
physical health. “Visiting natural environments such as urban 
green space and parks reduces stress by stimulating involuntary 
attention, and thereby reducing directed attention.”100  Urban 
green spaces are particularly important for children’s physical 
activity and mental health and can create opportunities for 
fostering a curiousity of the natural environment. For this 
reason, designing the school with urban public spaces has 
been a priority and focus for this design. It correlates to the 
pedagogies of global competencies,  provides an urban solution 
that contributes and responds to the immediate urban and 
neighbourhood context and benefits the well-being of students. 

Figure 80-Block morphology axonometric plan
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                Site Design

For a stable and meaningful environment, people 
must learn how to build community; this is especially true 
in midtown Toronto, where the ongoing development of the 
area appears to be taking over public accessible spaces as 
well as converting small family homes into condominiums. 
Schools are an important potential institutional base for 
helping community-based  development. The students effect 
the surrounding communities so it has become one of the 
main focuses between elementary schools to help build this 
idea of community. The existing conditions of the surrounding 
context of the site are wall to wall buildings, where there is 
nearly no room for pedestrians to walk on ground level. This 
wall of buildings creates a very daunting midtown as many of 
these buildings are private. 

The intent of integrating the school as a community 
hub is to create a new typology of building that will create 
a stronger community presence in a concrete jungle of 
condominiums. It is for that reason that each floor has a 
major category listed under the floor label. Ground floor is 
labeled neighborhood and community programs, with the 
intent on creating family friendly spaces that have access to 
sunlight and exterior green space. It creates an extension of 
green spaces set back from a major intersection, and gives 
pedestrians spaces to move throughout the city blocks.

The second floor was created keeping the community 
outreach in mind, creating student and parental support services 
which is essential in this community. The third floor is the transition 
space in which the spaces are catered to both the public and the 
vertical school located above. This floor enables the diversity 
of community members of all ages to interact with one another, 
enforcing the strong foundation of community interaction.

Figure 81-Axonometric floor plan
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         Site Design

The ongoing development impacts the surrounding 
community, notably overcrowded classrooms in schools 
already overcapacity. Eglinton Jr. Public School, my site 
for this thesis, is located on the corner of Eglinton and 
Mount Pleasant, on the bottom right corner. It has been 
the community’s local school since the 1800’s, with a 
newly built school in 1999. However, with the projected 
development of the area, this horizontal traditional school 
will no longer be suitable for the community. This creates 
an opportunity to build vertically as the current school 
does not fit the morphology of the area. The school 
catchment area keeps decreasing each year, which 
excludes students from the immediate area to attend the 
school. This catchment area will keep getting smaller, the 
more development continues. 

This project has the potential to break up the 
common 40 story glass box we call condominiums, 
and create a new form of mixed use building that can 
adapt to its dense urban surroundings and create a 
new found sense of community in vertical spaces. 
From this sun study, many design responses were 
created. It was apparent that the best way to optimize 
sunlight into the interior of the building could be 
accomplished best through the use of interior courtyards, 
as the site is overpowered by surrounding buildings.

Figure 82-Block morphology of Yonge and Eglinton
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        Site Design

The provision of new school infrastructure could be 
explored as part of a mixed-use development. By designing 
in full partnership with the developers, in accordance with the 
midtown in focus guidelines, the school site will be able to 
benefit from natural sunlight inside and outside the building. 
This can be accomplished by decreasing the proposed height 
of the building to the south of the property line, as well as 
implementing courtyards to fill the interior of the building with 
natural light throughout the day. The next step in this project 
was to create an in-depth sun study of the site, looking at the 
projected heights of the area to understand what buildings will 
be blocking access to sunlight, and how to design accordingly.

Figure 83-Isolated site and surrounding context Figure 84-Axonometric colour coordinated program floor plan
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Site Plan The role of architecture together with urban design in shaping 
communities is very important to acknowledge. People experience 
architecture through their own personal use of the space. Public 
buildings are successful if they allow the user to explore them 
visually and physically. A successful building project does not exist 
independently to those surrounding it. Rather, it is required to integrate 
a broader view which encompasses the needs and makeup of the 
surrounding community in which it is situated101. An architectural 
and urban design imperative is to improve the community through 
thoughtful and innovative design.  For this reason, my site has been 
designed as a multi-use public building incorporating programs that 
have been influenced by its immediate context and community. 

101  haitali Patil, “Importance of Public Spaces in Any Urban Fabric,” RTF | Rethinking The Future, November 19, 2020, https://www.re-thinkingthefuture.com/
fresh-perspectives/a1546-importance-of-public-spaces-in-any-urban-fabric/.

Figure 85-Site plan-Scale 1:200 Figure 86-Urban Plan-Scale 1:2000
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Figure 87-Floor plans
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Ground Floor First Floor Second Floor

Third Floor Fourth Floor Fifth Floor
Figure 88-Axonometric floor plans
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          SECTION 1

First Section: The following sections are 
all at a 1:1000 scale, demonstrating the effective 
courtyard design strategy and how it influences 
the interior spaces of the building. The first 2 
sections are facing west, with the intent on adding 
an emphasis on the day lighting strategies for this 
project, discussed earlier in this chapter. Natural 
light plays on the comfort, health and mood of 
people, but it varies depending on where we are. 
In architecture, it is integral to the design of a 
building, it brings added value. The main entrance 
can be seen on the right side of the section, where 
the blue label marks the corner condition of the 
site. As people enter the building they pass under 
the double height entrance space above them, 
and into the centralized courtyard. As previously 
mentioned, this space is intended to be woven into 
the urban fabric of the surrounding community, 
and acting as an extension of the green pathway.

Figure 91-East West section illustrating daylighting strategies
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SECTION 1

Figure 90-East West section illustrating program

SECTION 1

Figure 89-East West perspective section illustrating urban design strategy

Scale 1:400

EAST/WEST
SECTION

EAST/WEST
SECTION

Key Plan 
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    SECTION 2

Second Section: This second west 
section is demonstrating some of the day lighting 
strategies. On the west side of both my site, and 
the building adjacent to the property, there is the 
stepping down sloped roof line, a design feature 
in order to let sunlight on to ground level and into 
the interior of the building. Overall, one of the most 
influential factors is the orientation of the building in 
relation to the sun. Not only does light improve the 
visual comfort of the rooms, it improves the energy 
efficiency of the building. The seasons have an 
important influence for the design of a building. 
In winter, the position of the sun is about 22 ° in 
Toronto, and in summer about 68 °. Because of the 
variation in the sun’s heights throughout the year, 
the natural light that infiltrates an opening is not 
the same depending on the season, and creates 
interesting spaces throughout the entire project. 

SECTION 2

Figure 92-East West perspective section illustrating urban design strategy

Scale 1:400

EAST/WEST
SECTION

Figure 93-East West section illustrating program

Figure 94-East West section illustrating daylighting strategies

Key Plan 
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   SECTION 3

Third Section: The 3rd section is south facing, showing the 2 interior 
courtyards that allow natural sunlight in during the day. The building is split 
into 3 spaces that all benefit and have views of the inner courtyard spaces. 
On the west side is the library and main entrance, the middle section cut is 
showing the school which also looks on to a courtyard space and the right 
side showing commercial and school spaces. This section shows the building 
separated into 3 spaces, which illustrates the effectiveness of the 2 courtyards 
in the center. These spaces allow the public to circulate around the interior of 
the building, and creates public spaces that take advantage of the sunlight. 

Passive house building principles can be applied to all building 
typologies,  from single-family homes to multifamily apartment buildings, 
offices, and skyscrapers, which is what makes it a perfect sustainable practice 
for this multi-use building. The benefits of employing the Passive House 
standard include fine-tuned control over indoor air quality and temperature 
with simple to use and durable systems, making them extremely quiet and 
comfortable throughout the changing seasons102. The year-round fresh 
indoor air quality and stable temperature, and the reduction in energy use 
and operating costs are all made possible by Passive House strategies.

102 Nick Grant, “Passivhaus Schools &amp; Larger Buildings Some Lessons Learnt,” Elemental Solutions, 2020,
 http://www.passivehousecanada.com/downloads/Passive_House_Schools-Nick_Grant.pdf.

Figure 96-North South section illustrating program
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Scale 1:400

NORTH/SOUTH
SECTION

Figure 95-North South perspective section illustrating urban design strategy Figure 97-North South section illustrating daylighting strategies

Key Plan 
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Figure 98-North South perspective section illustrating urban design features

Restaurant

Rooftop Playground

Condominium Entrance
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SUN ORIENTATION

 The two primary reasons for using daylight to meet the illumination 
requirements of an architectural space are the psychological benefits and 
functional benefits such as the energy savings. Good daylighting has been 
shown to improve the overall attitude, satisfaction and well-being of building 
occupants. A number of research studies, a few of which are listed below, 
have shown a variety of benefits of daylighting in different building types 
and functions, including improved student educational performance in K–12 
schools103. Daylighting design can result in significant energy savings by 
reducing electric lighting loads and associated cooling loads. Daylighting 
strategies shown in this project can be implemented into the design through 
the two courtyard spaces that allows natural light into every individual 
classroom throughout the day, and the elimination of the double loaded 
corridor which also allows for more sunlight to penetrate into the building. 
Double loaded corridors are apart of almost every building and has become 
the common design strategy to both maximize space per square foot 
from a developers perspective, and gives a sense of privacy from a users 
perspective. This strategy is often used in condominium and office spaces, 
used in almost all types of vertical design. But schools need to have a free 
flowing and community feel on the inside of the building. By eliminating 
the double loaded corridor, it creates a more adaptable and flexible space 
to encourage global competencies inside and outside the classroom.

  In addition to daylighting strategies, solar gains can be mitigated 
and solar gains during heating load periods can be utilized, reducing the 
energy requirements of both cooling and heating a space104. Classrooms 
are laid out to maximize solar exposure with their exterior designed for 
daylighting effectiveness and sun control. Exterior light shelves shade 
high summer sun and reflect low winter sun deep into the building. 
Alongside daylighting strategies to naturally cool and heat the building, 
the use of solar panels will also be applicable to the school design. 
Many schools in Toronto are already using solar panels in an attempt 
to create eco friendly electricity and reducing the electricity being used 
in schools. This can be seen not only in the case study of Jean Lumb 
Public School, but also on the existing Eglinton Junior Public School. 

Access to sunlight has been a major focus and conceptual driver 
for both urban and architectural design for this project. We must start 
to rethink what an urban park is, where the public realm has access to 
space in a city that is publicly accessible. We must start thinking of all 
exterior public spaces as park space, where everyone has access to green 
open spaces located in a dense midtown space. We need to take into 
consideration there is sufficient publicly accessible pathways and spaces 
large enough for people’s enjoyment. Successful cities have implemented 
informal and unconventional outdoor spaces in urban planning strategies 
that many people appreciate. A fine example of this is pocket parks in New 
York, the small escapes into green spaces wedged between skyscrapers 
that have caught the attention of many. The future of public spaces 
in dense cities needs to adapt to accommodate the urban pressures, 
and this project creates multiple outdoor public spaces for this reason.

103 “Why Daylighting?,” LightLouver, 2020, http://lightlouver.com/lightlouver-description/why-daylighting/.
104 Ibid Figure 99-Design features focusing on public space and sun orientation

1 2 3
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The interior courtyard space at a ground level perspective 
demonstrates how this design strategy of designing through 
the agency of sunlight can be a useful tool. Natural daylight is 
irreplaceable and is a major natural element in our life. There is 
an importance in quality design to bring natural light into interior 
spaces. Closed spaces are transformed into natural and exciting 
open space, the enhanced use of natural light makes these spaces 
appear  bigger and brighter. Light is used to controls people’s 
behavior and their emotions. It can make them happier and less 
stressful by lightening their mood. The importance of preserving 
and maintaining a city’s open space as an unbuilt spatial structure 
is of broader interest and concerns several values. City squares, 
school and sports playgrounds are some of the only open outdoor 
spaces in the midtown area, and designers must create spaces 
that cater to the community needs and create publicly accessible 
outdoor spaces for all to enjoy nature and natural sunlight.

A vertical community has many components with many 
different subset communities. It may be formed when a whole 
commercial building, with different tenants on different floors, work 
together to achieve common sustainability goals that improve 
the occupants’ overall experience of the building. A vertical 
community can be fostered in any multi-storey building, through 
full partnership collaboration with the surrounding developers of 
the area105. With a community centered project approach in place, 
the community can address a number of issues and opportunities, 
including improved performance in relation to energy, water, 
recycling, security, wellbeing and more. The entire process 
celebrates achievements and fosters a culture of co-creation. 
The community approach fosters relationships between building 
owners and the public users, creating tangible benefits for each.

105 “Introduction to Vertical Communities,” CitySwitch, 2021, https://cityswitch.net.au/Resources/CitySwitch-Resources/Behaviour-change/Behaviour-change-article/introduc-
tion-to-vertical-communities-2#:~:text=Vertical%20communities%20are%20an%20emerging,overall%20experience%20of%20the%20building.

Figure 100-Interior courtyard render illustrating the natural sunlight and the exterior seating created for public use

Figure 101-Aerial courtyard render illustrating the interior of the building benefiting from natural sunlight
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This project embraces the ideas of change, especially in terms of 
nontraditional learning methods. This can not only be seen in the classroom 
setting but also in the different spaces such as libraries within the mixed use 
community building. Here students can take advantage of the library and learn 
in different environments while interacting with community members. A wide 
variety of practices can be utilized for community building, where the spaces 
within the community hub are open and accessible to the public. Community 
building efforts may lay the groundwork for larger organizing efforts around 
student development, where the interaction with the urban environment 
can be used to enhance the students experience and also teaches students 
skills and real world knowledge that can effortlessly be achieved through 
experiencing the school as the third teacher. In Kindergarten classrooms, 
the learning environment is thoughtfully designed to invite, provoke, and 
enhance learning, and to encourage communication, collaboration, and 
inquiry. Much like the kindergarten classroom, the spaces in the library is 
equipped with various materials and resources for learning by enhancing and 
optimizing students’ potential to respond creatively in real world applications.

Environmental education practices encourage students to go outside in 
the community to discover the wild places in the city. Collecting stones, leaves, 
pine cones, weeds, seeds or any natural items outdoors can be brought inside as 
part of the Wonder Wall to be the catalyst to write stories, complete research and 
to generally appreciate the surrounding environment in their community. Earth 
worms on rainy days can be found in abundance on any sidewalk in the city. 
Birds and their songs can be analyzed and viewed from the outdoor spaces on 
the roof tops and ramps surrounding the school. Curricular connections can be 
made in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM), bringing real world 
examples into the lived environment. A TTC subway station across the street from 
Eglinton P.S. provides countless examples for lessons on mapping, engineering 
and other challenges that lead to a further appreciation of the built environment. 
Large windows that overlook the street provide opportunities for people watching 
and learning about communities and how they can contribute. Learning about 
the diversity of the community, who are the community helpers in whom the 
students can put their trust, will embed a sense of place and ensure stewardship. 
Everyone has a shared responsibility to keep their community healthy106. 

 

106 Eric Jackman , “Part 1 Stewardship: Fostering Civic Responsibility” in Natural Curiosity: A Resource for Teachers (Toronto: The Laboratory School at Dr. Eric 
Jackman Institute of Child Study, 2011), pp. 54-59.

Figure 102-Library interior render illustrating community interacting with the mix-use public spaces

Figure 103-Interior render of loft style vertical classroom illustrating students participating in global competencies
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Complications in understanding concepts arise because 
learning involves more than just a standardized school curriculum 
which tends to focus on test results. It is more often the result of 
the complex interplay between the child’s family life, neighborhood, 
teachers school, peers, access to information and a great deal 
more107. Children will always learn. They learn on the streets and 
in the classrooms, they learn from books and even through various 
technology and social media. One aspect that most urban schools 
must pay attention to is the use of nature as a tool to not only 
educate students but to allow children to explore on their own. The 
personal benefits of spending time in nature are well known and 
documented. Research shows time outdoors can reduce stress 
and increase focus and attention,  boost immunity, energy levels 
and creativity; increase curiosity and problem-solving ability; 
improve physical fitness and co-ordination. But it is mainly thought 
that this is applicable only on after work and school hours. The 
importance of daily excursions outdoors cannot be stressed enough. 

This project is taking design steps in order to apply a variety 
of green spaces and exterior playground terraces for the students 
to use during the school day. 

 

107 O’Donnell Wicklund Pigozzi and Peterson, Architects Inc, VS Furniture, and Bruce Mau Design. 2010. The third teacher: 79 ways you can use design to trans-
form teaching & learning. https://www.overdrive.com/search?q=E741049A-2439-4DA4-B772-B2246FF7FE85.

Over the past few years, the David Suzuki 
Foundation has been working to connect teachers with 
nature and help them pass on the connection to their 
students. Children are encouraged to learn outside with 
the many different green spaces and outdoor play spaces 
at their disposal. My design project has four rooftop 
play spaces, which offers three times as much play 
space than the playground on the existing school site. 
By incorporating the instructional strategies discussed 
in chapter two such as  the  Reggio Emilia approach, it 
encourages the connection to nature and the connection 
with the surrounding environment of the school. The 
density increase of the Yonge-Eglinton Area shows no 
signs of slowing down. Instead of being afraid of the future 
of schools, we should embrace the change predicted in the 
area and design accordingly. Figure 105  could be one of the 
many possible futures of midtown Toronto, where raised 
outdoor play spaces can be utilized not just for the vertical 
school, but for the community surrounding the school.

Figure 104-Exterior rooftop render illustrating nature based learning

Figure 105- Rooftop render illustrating how the community and students can use nature based learning by   
  exploring their surrounding environment
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Conclusion

The evolution of this thesis, from beginning to end, involved an exploration 
of the audience for architecture within the formal education system in mid town 
Toronto. Inspiration for the site and its surroundings was derived from research 
and conversations with community members, school board personnel, education 
workers and elementary age students who live and play in the surrounding area.   

Ultimately, this project aims to incorporate the possibility of collaboration 
and inclusion to the limit in an effort to create a more inclusive architectural 
process. Traditionally, schools were embedded in their surrounding 
neighbourhoods and community, however as the area of study will be under 
immense urban intensification pressures this will no longer be possible. 
With this new development model of a vertical school, the community will be 
embedded into the school. Extensive research has determined that schools 
are much more than isolated educational institutions where learning should not 
be confined inside the walls of the classroom or the school building itself. We 
must provide spaces for children to learn and grow, and create spaces in which 
students can explore their surrounding environment and use it as a learning tool.

The vertical school design is inspired by the changing 21st century 
educational pedagogies amidst a growing urban context.  The high density 
changes of mid-town Toronto enable a new approach to educational and urban 
design, as a new typology re-imagines the traditional bricks and mortar school 
building. It is imperative designers prioritize the acumen of their audience 
(students, teachers, educational workers and school boards) to include them in 
the process of creating a design that works within the surrounding environment 
of a school. When deliberately designed to build a sense of community in a 
specific neighbourhood, it brings residents closer together and nurtures stronger 
ties108. The connections between communities and architectural urban design are 
therefore two-fold, to create a sense of community while also being applicable 
to the surrounding context. The intent of integrating the school as a community 
hub is to create a new typology of building that will serves an important social 
function and creates a stronger community presence in a concrete tangle of 
condominiums.

Cities that are rapidly expanding offer the chance to explore the 
possibilities of architecture as a learning tool for children and youth. 
Architects and urban designers have a unique opportunity to veer away from 
archaic school building models while shaping the city for future generations. 
This approach of examining schools for the future, woven seamlessly into 
the urban environment, is an approach which provides a new solution to  
urban intensification with the ability to bind vertical communities together. 

108  Utssav Gupta, “The Link Between Community and Architecture- Designing Building for the Communities Based on Their...,” July 4, 2020,
 https://medium.com/@guptautssav/the-link-between-community-and-architecture-designing-building-for-the-communities-based-on-their-964291d6980a.

Figure 107- Dusk render illustrating the commercial tower lit at night as it is occupied by offices and residential units

Figure 106- Ground level render showing project at pedestrian scale
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Figure 108-Exterior render of the final design, emphasizing the community interaction and the public spaces
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APPENDIX A From: Educational Development Charges

7

(2)  For the purposes of subsection 257.53.1 (4) of the Act, the prescribed time period within which the Minister must 
notify the board that a proposed change shall not be made is not more than 60 days from the day the notice referred to in 
subsection (1) of this section is provided. O. Reg. 371/19, s. 3.

BACKGROUND STUDY CONTENTS

9.  The following information is prescribed, for the purposes of clause 257.61 (2) (d) of the Act, as information that must 
be included in the education development charge background study relating to an education development charge by-law:

1. The following estimates that the board intends to use in determining the education development charges:
i. The board’s estimates under paragraph 1 of section 7, for each of the years for which estimates are made, of the 

number of new dwelling units in the area in which the charges are to be imposed.
ii. The board’s estimates under paragraph 2 of section 7, for each type of new dwelling unit identified by the board, 

of the average number of new school pupils generated by each new dwelling unit who will attend schools of the 
board.

iii. The board’s estimates under paragraph 3 of section 7, for each of the years for which estimates are made, of the 
total number of new school pupils, without the adjustments set out in that paragraph being made and with the 
adjustments set out in that paragraph being made.

2. For each school site, the net education land cost of which the board intends to include in its estimation under paragraph 
4 of section 7,

i. the location of the site,
ii. the area of the site,

iii. the estimated education land costs of the site, and
iv. the number of pupil places the board estimates will be provided by the school to be built on the site and the 

number of those pupil places that the board estimates will be used to accommodate the number of new school 
pupils estimated under paragraph 3 of section 7. O. Reg. 438/18, s. 2.

CONDITIONS OF PASSAGE OF BY-LAW

10.  The following conditions are prescribed, for the purposes of subsection 257.54 (6) of the Act, as conditions that must 
be satisfied in order for a board to pass an education development charge by-law:

1. The Minister has approved,
i. the board’s estimates under paragraph 3 of section 7, for each of the years required under that paragraph, of the 

total number of new school pupils, and the number of existing school pupil places that could reasonably be used 
to accommodate those new school pupils,

i.1 the board’s estimates under paragraph 3.1 of subsection 7 (1), for each of the years required under that paragraph,
i.2 the board’s estimates of existing and planned school pupil places under paragraph 3.2 of subsection 7 (1), and
ii. the board’s estimates of the number of school sites used by the board to determine the net education land cost 

under paragraph 4 of section 7.
2. At least one of the following conditions:

i. The estimated average number of elementary school pupils of the board over the five years immediately 
following the day the board intends to have the by-law come into force exceeds the total capacity of the board to 
accommodate elementary school pupils throughout its jurisdiction on the day the by-law is passed.

ii. The estimated average number of secondary school pupils of the board over the five years immediately following 
the day the board intends to have the by-law come into force exceeds the total capacity of the board to 
accommodate secondary school pupils throughout its jurisdiction on the day the by-law is passed.

iii. At the time of expiry of the board’s last education development charge by-law that applies to all or part of the 
area in which the charges would be imposed, the balance in the education development charge account is less 
than the amount required to pay outstanding commitments to meet growth-related net education land costs, as 
calculated for the purposes of determining the education development charges imposed under that by-law.

3. The board has given a copy of the education development charge background study relating to the by-law to the 
Minister and to each board having jurisdiction within the area to which the by-law would apply.

4. REVOKED: O. Reg. 371/19, s. 4 (3).
5. The board provides information related to the background study or the calculation of education development charges 

under section 7, if the Minister requests such information after reviewing the background study submitted under 
paragraph 3. O. Reg. 438/18, s. 2; O. Reg. 371/19, s. 4.
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APPENDIX B From: Eglinton Junior Public School
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APPENDIX C From: Design Response: Building flexible spaces for the future                   

Creating unconventional public space Pocket Park-New York

Many pocket parks in major cities have been created as a result 
of community groups organizing and advocating for more open space 
within the urban environment. Leftover spaces present opportunities 
for the conversion to a pocket park, offering important and desirable 
amenities to communities. These are often purchased and owned 
by cities, with the agreement that they will be run and maintained by 
a foundation or other organization if the city is unable to maintain the 
park itself. The size usually follows the footprint of only a few house 
lots in size or smaller. Pocket parks can be tucked into the urban fabric 
where they serve the immediate local population. These urban spaces 
act as scaled-down neighbourhood parks, as their functions can include 
a small event space, play areas for children, spaces for relaxing or 
meeting friends, and taking lunch breaks. They can be a refuge from 
the bustle of surrounding urban life and offer opportunities for rest and 
relaxation109.Pocket parks are becoming more common around the world 
as cities look for ways to carve recreational public space into the already 
built urban landscape. They create small public spaces built on existing 
infrastructure such as sidewalks, traffic islands, and curb extensions—
and they are perfect for urban areas lacking greenery and leisure space. 

The pocket parks approach is not confined to New York alone and 
in fact there are many similar cases of this unconventional public space 
currently located in Toronto. 50 Bright Street, located South of Queen 
Street,East of Parliament Street, is a very interesting small parkette. 
Bright Street playground is a small 340m2 parkette that is situated in the 
center of a dense Toronto neighbourhood. An interesting aspect of this 
park is that it took the footprint of an plot of land where a house once 
stood. This park is located just south off of busy Queen Street East and 
is wedged between a neighbourhood of houses. These small parkettes 
found in Toronto tend to act as scaled-down neighbourhood parks 
and are designed to meet a variety of needs. A unique characteristic 
of pocket parks is oftentimes they may be created out of vacant lots 
or otherwise forgotten spaces. Pocket parks are closely knitted into 
the neighbourhood allowing special places to exist on a small plot of 
public space amongst a very dense and crowded neighbourhood.

109  Alison Blake, “Pocket Parks,” Urban Parks (Washington.edu, 2019), https://depts.washington.edu/open2100/Resources/2_OpenSpaceTypes/Open_Space_
Types/pocket_parks.pdf.
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